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Catch or yield from the fishery (usually by year)
Catch Assessment Surveys
Catcll and Effort Data Recording System
Catch Per Unit of Effort
Department of Fisheries
Directorate of Water Development (in Uganda)
Exploitation rate (; F/Z or YIP)
Ecosystem Approacll to Fisheries management
East African Freshwater Fisheries Research Organisation
Fishing mortality (usually annual instantaneous rate)
Fishing effort, the nominal fishing intensity
United nalions Food and Agricultural Organization
Fislleries Resources Researcll Institute (at Jinja)
Haplocllromis Ecological Survey Team
Curvature parameter, parameter of the von Bertananffy growth equation
Kenya Marine Fisheries Research fnstitute (at I<isumu)
Length infinity, parameter of the von Bertananffy growth equation
Lalle Victoria Environmental Management project
Lalle Victoria Fisheries Organization
Natural mortality (annual instantaneous rate)
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Executive summary
During the pas! eight years of tile LVEMP project (Pllase I) the various components Ilave
been able to collect considerable amouilts of data and information. The outputs, however, in
the form of tlw analyses. results, reports and papers, are to a large extent isolated to just
cover the activily of the individual component, and much of tile findings are of a descriptive
nature (e.g. LVEMP 2005). Results therefore become fragmented and analytical output is
rarely integrated across disciplinary boundaries. Lacl<of prioritisation in researcll has lead to
a 1<1rgeoutput 01activities and papers that in some cases duplicates already known worl<.
Tile researcll aclivities have not as yet lead to strategic conclusions on the future focus of
research. moniloring, investments and preventive measures, nor has it been translated into a
. holistic understanding of the ongoing processes or integrated management actions.
This repol'! is a first attempt to systematically compile and consolidate available data - over
as long a time frame as possible - into 56 selected indicators. The indicators cover the
physical environment. the primary and secondary biological levels, the fish faunal
composition. life-Ilistories and abundance, the fishery in terms of yields. effort and catcll
rates. economics, management. Aquaculture and Database indicators are included as well.
Together they represent and illustrate the most comprehensive picture of the present status
and the past trends and changes of the Lal<eVictoria ecosystem and fisheries based on the
best available data. Not all indicators are complete, and it is hoped that gaps and missing
inlormation can be added in the future. Some indicators are covering the history of the lake
over the past 4 decades, while otllers are based on relatively new research work and only
SI'lOW the latesl development. Only when viewed in combination has it been possible to
derive an evidence based understanding of the processes that drive the Lake Victoria
ecosystem.
Tile most impNtant trends are:
• Lal<e Victoria is undergoing accelerating eutrophication. The nutrient inputs Ilave
doul)led, algal biomass has increased 6-8 times. which lead to an increased
cleterioration of the water quality and an increase in anoxic areas.
• Overall water level has been decreasing since 1961 and average rainfall has
decreased since 1978.
" A sudden and abrupt change in fish community structure occurred 25-30 years
alter the introduction of Nile perch. This complete change in ecosystem structure
is SUcil that tile pre and post Nile perch boom represent two "different lal<es". The
sudden community changes occurred simultaneously with a period of decreased
wind speeds and lowered temperatures creating longer than usual stratifications.
• In the past decade tllere has been no change in the Nile perch abundance, while
an increase in Haplochromines, Nile tilapia, Dagaa and other species is observed.
• There are no changes in any of the important life history indicators (mean size,
max size, growth etc.) of nile perch since 1984.
• Thare. are no significant changes in the experimental trawl catch rates of Nile
perch over the past decade, while overall catch rates in the fishery decreased
from 7 I<g/fisher to 3 kglfisher since 1990 and are now back to the average catch
rate of any African freshwater fishery.
• Effort in terms of numbers of fishermen has increased from 35000 to 165000
since 1970 and boats have increased from 9000 to 52000 since 1970, while total
catch has remained stable between 400 000 and 500 000 ton over the past
decade.
• The value. export and contribution of the fishery to the GDP have increased, while
the contribution of the catches to food supply has declined from 80% to 20% since
t980.
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• There are increased investments in the fishery as indicated ily. the relative
increase in number of boats (from 4 fishermen/boat - to 3 fisllermen/boat). and
the number of processing plants.
• The number of researchers and research activities has increased, but 1I1estorage
of data and historic information at all levels (from individual rese<:l,'cherto LVFO)
is in a complete mess, and very few data are in an easily accessible format.
The overall conclusion is tllat Lake Victoria is undergoing rapid and profoulllj changes in
nearly all important indicators from bofh bottom-up and top-down processes. It will be a
major challenge not only to continue the monitoring of these cllanges, but lar more so ill
trying to manage them. So far most of the various activities in terms of research ancl
management on the lake Ilave operated in disciplinary isolation, and many re,;earchers worl(
only regarding their 'own' speciality. Fisheries management for example seems to have I)een
based purely on fisheries indicators (witll effort as the main driver), while littl" or no attention
has been paid to the implications from the parallel work of the limnologists anrl ecologists un
tile lake,
While the general consensus seems to be that fhe lake is overexploited and needs fisherie~,
management, this synthesis shows that the present status of the exploited slocks in Lcd,,,
Vicforia is til at they are in good health with no signs of overfishing, I'ultherrnore 1IIfl
dynamics of these stocks appear to be almost exclusively bottom up driven i" which case tile
present fislleries management concentrated on limiting fishery activities could have little or
no effect.
The overall fishery production is simplified and is limited to a few major species since Ihe
almlpt change in the early 1980s. In addition the fish production Ilas increased in line with
the increase in nutrients and primary productivity, which explains why tile fi[;hery has been
able to absorb the increased effort. Tilere are, however, emerging signs tlla! tllis growth in
biological production has now reached a limit, and that further eutrophication will bring a
decline. Limnologists have concluded that the ideal nutrient concentrations 01 the lake have
been exceeded, and tile flattening trajectories for the production estimate" lor Nile perch
appear to support this conclusion. Further nutrient enrichment will most likely seriously
affect the Nile perch fishery and tile fisll biodiversity, while otller, Ilardier species, like Nile
tilapia, Dagaa, Clarias, and Protepterus are likely to continue to grow. U"d'Jr incre3sed
eutrophication, both tile economic backbone (the Nile percil) and tile ecological 3ncl
aestlletical value of Lake Victoria will suffer, exemplified by tile 'pea soup' envirollmen! in 1I1e
closed bays and gulfs as a result of algal blooms.
So far the dynamics of the fish production in Lake Victoria appears to IJe enlil ely
environmentally driven, as there are few or no signs of fishing impact 0" the observed
cilanges. However, if catch rates and particularly production estimates in tile luture will beOIl1
to fall, while effort continues to grow, it will be a big open question wilether 1I1edecrease i"
due to environmental degradation or due to overfishing or botil. Unfortunately sucil a debate
will only exacerbate the already ongoing controversies on tile status of tht) Lake VicloriCi
fisheries. It is higil time that the environmental and fisheries research and r,lanagemt)nl
activities are integrated, and that a holistic ecosystem approach to fisheries (EAF)
management is adopted. Tile present disciplinary segregation and approClcll, as well AS
continued implementation of traditional single species management regnlations, albeit
disguised as co-management, will not solve tile present fisileries related problems in Lal(e
Victoria.
Management needs to reset its priorities. As eutrophication appears to be II-,e single rnost
important driver of tile productivity, environmental as well as fisheries manag81Tlentpriorities
should focus on this issue. With the at present limited influence of the fishery Elctivities on lile
stocks, the present fisheries biological management emphasis on size and ellort regulatiollS
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can be questioned, tl1ougl1ail evidence/data based precautionary approacll based may be
tallen, Continued, systematic and mandated monitoring of catcll and fisl1ing effOf'1and
tl1rougll fisl1ery independent surveys based on regionally agreed on protocols sl10uld
tl1erefore get tile l1igl1est priority, Meanwl1ile as eutropl1ication is also tile most important
tl1reat to tile ecosystem, tile fisl1ery could intensify and diversify to lower tropl1ic levels witl1 a
l1igller productivity in order to remove as mucl1 organic matter as possible,
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1. Introduction
The Fisheries Research and Fisheries Management components of tile Lake VictoriH
Environmental Management Project (LVEMP phase 1) in the tllree collaborating [ast Africall
countries Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda have over the past eight years m~de subslantial
progress towards gaining information to understand the Lake Victoria fJcosystem anel
fislleries to assist the decision making process in the resource use managel1lunl of the lal,e.
However, whilst the components have been able to collect considerable amounts of clata 8nd
information during the LVEMP and from' other sources, analyses are often isolated and
simple, the data are difficult to access and therefore cannot be used to their full potential.
Results from different components are seldom integrated and analytical outp,l! IS also rarely
translated into proposed management actions. Lack otprioritisation in researell has leael to a
large output of activities and papers that in some cases duplicates already Imown wOlk
However, it has not as yet pointed to overall strategic conclusions about wllere tile fncus
should be In the future with regard to research, monitoring, investments ancl preventive
measures. What seems lacking was a clearly identified output of a stale of II", IRke baseline
(Regionai Stocktaking Report, July 2003). To address this concern, it was decided to
consolidate, analyse and synthesize the data and knowledge generated over time, not only
by the LVEMP but also from other sources in order to get a complete overview of pasl trends
and tile current status of the fislleries and biodiversity of Lake Victoria.
To achieve the LVEMP phase 1 and tile Fisheries Research and Managemt,rrt D!Jjectives, :1
well-coordinated analysis, synthesis and interpretation of all relevant 'lVailable (jala.
infOl'mation and knowledge is required. This combined report will document changes in
Biodiversity, Fisheries, Industry and Management that have taken place over Ille reCenl
decades. It will provide an overview of tile present knowledge and status of ll1e fish ancl
fisheries of Ille lake as well as identify past cllanges and continuing trends Ihal may require
closer monitoring or remedial action. The reporl will provide as detailed illformalion and
spatial resolution as possible at the regional scale to support fisl1eries decision making on
Lake Victoria's fisheries resources.
To achieve the desired synthesis, an international consuitant, Dr Jeppe Kolding of the
University of Bergen, Norway in co-operation witil Paul van Zwieten of Wageningen
University, the Nelherlands, was requested to guide and assist tile process uf preparation of
individual National Reports as well as integration of these national reports alle.1olller studies
into a Regional Synthesis report on tile Fisheries and Management of I_ako Victoria. Wilh
the signing of the consullancy contract in Entebbe on 23 May 2005 ti,e consultallts
proceeded to guide a series of working sessions with researchers and mEllklgers from tile
Fisheries Research and Fisheries Management components of the tl1ree coulltries as call'xl
for in tile consultancy contract. Tilis final report gives the results of the worldng sessions, 3
summarised account of the National Synthesis reports, and an analysis of the currenl state.
trends and processes.
Objectives of L VEMP
It was expected that tile oulcomes of tile LVEMP activities would "be species distribution an(j
habitat maps, information on tile genetic make-up and diversity of differ"nl populations,
understanding of tile causes of decline of fish species, understanding 01 tile impact of
environmentai changes on the biology, behaviour and survival of declilling species.
guidelines for species conservation and restoration, an updated bibliograpllY of Lake Victoria
and its fisheries. Substantial progress on data acquisition has since beell made Ihl'Ougll
LVEMP and from other sources bul tllere is need to:




b) Summarize tile information gained and place it in the context of information existing
before the UIEMP and also the information til at may have been generated by other
entities.
c) Consolidate, analyze and synthesize the data and knowledge generated by tile LVEMP
and from other sources in order to get a complete picture of past trends and the current
status ot tile fisheries and biodiversity of Lake Victoria and its catchments in line with the
expectation of the LVEMP.
d) Use the available data, information and knowledge to arrive at the expected outcomes of
tile Fisheries Research and Management Components of the LVEMP.
Scope of this report
The compilation of this report involves the consolidation, analysis, synthesis and the
development of trends; tile interpretation of data. spatial and temporal variability, inter-
species relationships, behaviour of species as well as impact of environmental changes on
biodiversity ami the causes of species decline. The main activities undertaken to compile tile
report included:
• Data consolidation and formatting;
• Sourcing of relevant data from other sources are used where relevant to amplify or
validate LVEMP generated data (e.g. base maps and related information)
• Data analysis Wllich meets tile requirements of 1I1e LVEMP while adhering to
internatiollal standards of scientific data analysis and interpretation.
• Techniques for the harmonization of outputs.
• Write-up and tecllniques to refine 1I1eunderstanding of bio-energetic relationsllips
between different components of the food web that often raises concerns about
modifyillQ any element of the food web. e.g. algal productivity, the trophic interactions
of even 1.I1emajor fish species and the efficiency of trophic transfers 1I1atare still
poorly I\nown as a basis for discussing 1I1epotential for recovery of many of the
threatened species.
• Write-up fur additional studies on the genetic diversity and population structure of
most organisms in the lake basin.
• Dependence of the currently acceptable contaminant levels for pesticides and
mercury 011 food web structure, system productivity and environmental conditions.
The repol"! writing process involved access and use of the data produced through the
activities of the Fisheries Research and Management Components of the LVEMP Wllich
includes:
• All fisherios frame survey data;
• l_aboratolY analyses;
• Fishel'ies research and management databases;
• Socio-ecollomic information and database:
• Relevant databases from other Components of the LVEMP;
• Literalure sources trom libraries;
• Reports fl om the Secretariats of 1I1eLVEMP;
• Data and information from other entities operating on Lake Victoria .
The report is written in a manner and format that helps to address specific concerns under
the various sub topics within the Fisheries Research and Fisheries Management





Identify data gaps anel make recommendations on additional equipment where
necessary to be used for sampling after the harmonization of the use.
Provides a report that can be used in the development of the regionally integrated
study plan fol' phase two and
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• Identify new tecllniques for handling, processing and analyzing spc;cific rJatasets
(Terms of Reference, see Appendix 1).
Note
At the time of writing ot this report the National Reports of Tanzania and Uuancla and Ih8
draft National Report ot Kenya were available. However, only a limited number of data sets
as presented in these national reports. Therefore the synthesis report has in III,lIlY instance;;
more the character of an exploration of available information, as it was pr<-sentecl to till]
International Consultants in the National Reports, than a full analysis of trell<Js aggregalecl
over the whole lake based on which the type of conclusions can be made that were required
from the ToR.
2. Approach
The process to reach a regional synthesis
Goals of the regional synthesis
The intended end result of the national reports and the regional synthesis is lu be viewed ::IS
the start of an atlas of time-series and spatio-temporal patterns of well-referel1Ged
il1dicators to guide the management of Lake Victoria fisheries resources. Ille short. term
goal is to desGribe the present status of the Lake Victoria ecosystem to provide information
for the process of formulating tile LVEMP2 objectives. The medium-term !loal of SUCll an
'indicators atlas' is to aid in:
1. the set up of a series of necessary and consistent monitoring activities,
2. tile contextualisation of specific research,
3. tile consolidation of the knowledge base for future research and manaoement.
The .Iong-term goal is to give a comprehensive ecological basis for a multidisciplinary effort in
defining ecosystem based management. It was envisaged during the planning of Ille
consultation that, if the current process of synthesizing information is successful, Lake
Victoria could be a leading example in the development of an information sYGlem that would
aid an ecosystem based approach to management in a tropical freshwater fislleries context.
Structure of the process: indicator selection
The international consultants have guided the Fisheries Research and Manaaement
components of the LVEMP in tile consolidation, analysis, synthesis and the rlevelopment ot
trends, based on available data taking into account spatial and temporal variability, inter-
species relationships and behaviour of species. This resulted in national syntheses reports
from the three countries. During tile inception workshops in each of the tllme couniries
Uganda, Kenya and Tanzania a long list ot potential indicators to describe 1110 states was
proposed. As far as possible these indicators were to be constructed as time series in ordor
to produce trends sllowing spatial and temporal variability. During the regional WOl'I(ShOp this
list was consolidated into a smaller list that formed the basis of the I'egional sY'lthesis.
Tile basic layout for all the indicators proposed is in the form of timelines (graphs, tables) as
well as series of maps showing spatial changes over time (see next section). It was agreeci
during the three inception workshops in Uganda, Kenya and Tanzania to extend the timelilHJs
as far back as possible, to enable the establisl1ment of long term trencis, in order to
distinguish between natural variations and short and long term trends, and 10 assess the
state of Lal(e Victoria in 2005 in a historical context. This required that the collection alld
reporting of data in temporal and spatial dimensions extends to long betorelh'3 period of the
LVEMP horizon of data and intormation collection.
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Assessing the impact of environmental changes on biodiversity and the causes of
species decline required information from tile Water Quality components. Dr. Hecl,y, the
international consultant leading the Water Quality report agreed on the need for this cross-
linkage of the research results of the different components, and has provided tile consultants
with tile necessary information. The intention for the regional syntllesis was to establish
relations betwr;en the fislleries, biodiversity and environmental indicators using correlative
and multiple regression analyses and otller relevant statistical metllods. This was of course
subject to IIle availability, accessibility and quality of the data sets. Unfortunately the time
series of data provided to the international consultants in formats that could be used for such
an in depth onalysis were very limited and therefore precluded a statistical correlative
approach. The syntllesis therefore is written in a more exploratory fashion.
As the repol t is a synthesis, tile various methods of data collection used will not be described
unless in exceptional cases where special clarifications are needed to understand the time
selies or spatial patterns plesented. To enable tracing of the data and information used, all
data points in tll8 time series were to be extensively refelenced.
(see Appendix 2 fOI detailed description of the process)
Formats for presentation of (semi-) quantitative and qualitative indicators
Time series and spatial distributions were to be quantified as much as possible with an
indication of the val'iation around mean values in order to establish the significance of trends.
While reporting on variation around the mean, or sometimes even the mean itself, is not
always possible, both because of lost data or because not all indicators lend themselves to
quantification. il is still necessary to report on known and repolted changes. There are
different ways of doing tllis. In Appendix 3, we give some suggestions. In principle all time
selies and temporal changes in spatial patterns will be reported on an annual basis, unless
seasonality is an important element of explaining variation, in which case the reporting will be
on a Illontilly basis. Spatial patterns including depth distributions of species are to be
presented in 10m intervals.
Lhnilalions of Ihe synthesis report
With the exception of most of the available trawl data from Uganda and Tanzania, no raw
data related 10 fhe selected indicators for the regional synthesis report were received by the
intemational consultants. The National Consultant indicated that the international consultants
Sllould use Ihe data as presented in word processed format. Wherever no data are available
in a fOlmat that could aid in aggregation and statistical analysis on a regional level time
selies me presented as tiley appear in tile national reports. Also tile statistical trend analysis
of the indicatols will be limited to where data were available to the consultancy. In all other
cases an interpretation of the reporting in the national repol1s will be made and checked
againsl available literature.
Data base management
During tile coulse 01 the consultancy it appeared that the items in the ToR related to:
('1) data consoliclation and formatting;
(2) sourcin,J 01 relevant data from other sources that are used (... ) (e.g. base maps and
related infortna1ion)
(3) data analysis wilicl'l meets tile requirements of the LVEMP while adhering to international
slwlClards of scientific data analysis and interpretation and
(4) lechniques tor the Ilannonization of outputs"
were in fact more important than the initial empilasis on describing and analysing states and
trends suggested. The required in deptll analysis of states and trends was greatly hampered
by the limited nvailability of long term datasets. It was realized that how data are presently
collected, Ilandied and slored - both recently collected data as well as historical dala -
greatly impedr;,: tile possibility 6f establisiling historic time series and statistically reliable
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trends. Consequently the foundation for an evidence based evaluation of ecusyslem based
fisheries management objectives and measures will be greatly impeded. Thi" if, a mailer of
great concern 1 Therefore a separate section is devoted on the database issue's arising based
on our experiences with the data presented to us.
Analysis and synthesis
Steps taken in the synthesizing process
Tile steps taken in the preparation of the regional synthesis reports were:
• During the inception worksllopS in tile tllree countries Uganda, I<enya and Tanzania, the
chapters of the National Reports were devised and a list of indicators to be reported on
was established. The procedures were described in an Inception Reporl distributed ill
June 2005. National synthesis reports were expected to be organised in slich a way that
tlley could be used as detailed reference works - as compendia of trellcls. It was also
envisaged that they could be used lor the beginning of producing (bi)-fII"lnual naliollal
reports on the state of Lake Victoria.
• A regional workshop held in September 2005 in Kisumu focussed on reaclling consensus
on the indicator list and tile status and trends of tllese indicators. The reUlonal synthesis
report will be organised around the indicators selected. The resulfs will be linl(ed wifh tile
water quality synthesis report.
• If possible the regional synfhesis will explore and interpret trends as multilJI" regressions
and/or hypothesis formulations on possible relationships and processes. /\ discussion on
Consequences of the analysis of the information and knowledge presentnd for fisheries
management will be discussed.
• No stock-assessment or food-web modelling has been carried out. Modelling exercises
were limited - given data availability - to statistical regressions and correlations of time-
trends.
Methods of analysis and synthesis: states, trends and processes
Background of the 'indicator' approach
Indicators are understood as "pieces of evidence or clues, that tell us someliling about thr,
condition of something of interest" (Bertram and Stadler Salt, 2000) or mOl"e formally:
"parameters that describes (quantitatively) a current condition in relation to pmdetermined
reference or sets of references that, when observed over time, demonstrate trends; tilerl
usually Ilas a significance extending beyond the measurement or value itself; and tllat
provide the means to assess progress towards an objective" (NRC, 2000) Allother definition
is given by Garcia & Staples (2000) "An indicator is a variable whose fluctui1lions reveal tile
variations in key attributes of sustainability in the ecosystem, the fishery resource or tl18
social well-being. The position and trend of the indicator in relation to (,,'terence points
indicate the present state and dynamics of he system". According to these autllors tile
purpose of indicators is "... to pl"Ovidea simpie tool for any interested party or slakeholder to
be able to track progress toward achieving sustainable development within a sec lor QI" across
sectors 1". Predetermined reference points are tl1en to be defined in relation to Illanageilleni
objectives.
Fl"Omthese definitions it is clear that management objectives are the primary consideration
for the clloice of (sets) of indicators. Indicators relate to objectives by providing information
on the present state in relation to the objective, and, over time, tile direction of cllange. This
1 In tile present case two important links acrosssectorsare immediatelyevident:CariclirlDand
Rastrineobolaused as fisilmeal for livestockfeed production;tile link betweenthe impocts of
eutrophicationof tile Lake Victoriaon its stocks and the causes of eutrophication(sewageand city
planning, agriculture,forestry)
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means thai tile choice of indicators is dependent on the management objectives. A recent
FAO Technical Guideline for Responsible fishel'ies on the ecosystem approacll to
management WAO, 2003) stresses this point: broad policy goals are to be translated into
issues, at levels lIlat management can address, based on Wllicll operational objectives
can be defined. These are related to measures and are to be monitored, reviewed and
evaluated tlll'Ough indicators and performance measures, In a list of examples of
indicators (in the appendix in the FAO Technical Guideline) an objective is first stated, then
follows an example indicator and the data requirements for that specific indicator.
As tile clloice of indicators is intimately related to issues or concerns, while specific
ecosystems are as diverse in their behaviour as tile people that are using them, no global set
of indicators can be devised that are useful for all practical management situations. The
technical options for indicators are almost limitless. Many ecosystem properties are of
interest and what tile "key attributes" are will depend to a large extent to the use of its
resources. A high diversity of uses and interests - within fisheries and outside - are to be
assessed and this diversity of uses means that a large variety of decisions require
dependable information tI'lat is relatively easily understood and accepted as relevant by
decision makers, whoever they may be. Conversely, many indicators will be irrelevant for the
specific management situation. Management objectives, acceptance of information, and cost
of information will determine what set of indicators will be most relevant for any particular
situation, next to biological, technical (sampling, eliciting information) and statistical
considerations. Indicators are meant to improve communication on complex issues.
between sta/(e/lOlders in management. This means that an approach to the choice of sets
of indicators sllould be directed at devising a useful toolkit to achieve this.
The first consideration on the choice of indicators is the objectives of management.
Indicatms relate to concerns about the various aspects of the use as well as tile present or
resulting stalo of a resource that will be expressed or interpreted differently by fishermen,
authorities, researchers and oliler interest groups. Whether the indicators can work to
establish C0l1S8nSUSon what tile state of a resource actually is, and sometimes the possible
causes of that state, strongly depends on whether consensus exists on the management
objectives lIlat eire to be evaluated. But it also depends on how management is perceived to
be done by 11K' different groups of people. As an example: categorical detailed infmmation
used to evaluate slale cllanges is of particular importance in the multi-species fisheries of
Lc*e Victoria.
In the biological and fisheries literature on Lake Victoria much concern is expressed on the
impact of fishing and eutrophication on the remains of the endemic biodiversity of
haplochromine species. Any management objective dealing with biodiversity concerns has to
address the issue of categorical detail of information2. However, objectives of fislleries
management in Lake Victoria that would include biodiversity concerns expressed at a
species level. ,Ire pl'8sently difficult to address, given the current incomplete and scattered
fislleries research and information system of Lal<e Victoria. At the same time, no clear
consensus in tile researcll community exists on wllat constitutes the functional integrity of an
ecosystem anci hence the categorical level at which biodiversity should be maintained:
species, communities, tropllic guilds etc. More generalised approaches, without categorical
detail on a species by species basis, therefore could be interesting to address biodiversity
concerns. OUI' current understanding of tile energy flows and genetic flows in fish
communifies. leads to proposals of indicators of ecosystem functioning that largely discard
the taxonomic categorisations on which fisheries assessmenfs are now done: trophic-levels
and olher calegorisations based on general life-history parameters (e.g. reproductive
strategies. resilience to fislling, size) are considered better descriptors of ecosystem state
than categoris,ltions based on taxonomic species,
2 In particularwilen expressed in terms of tile resourcebase for the fisheries - on a species-by-
species 01' on a species-communitylevel -, but also whenexpressedon tile basis of protectingthe
leSOL'rcesystem itself e.g. tllroUghan areaapproach(closedareas, MPA's).
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However, tllis immediately raises issues about tile communicability of Sucll indicators and
tile relation to stakellolder concerns. Trophic level- and life-Ilistory indicators ,,(e far removed
from tile social and economic significance tllat species (categories) have - ex\;ept maybe for
size indicators. At present it is difficult to see how this information, whicll is nol refjardecl as a
prime concern in the daily livelilloods of fisllermen nor of tile tllrivinfj industrib I)ased on Nilo
percll, could be linked to tile concerns of tile users. Species diversity is, for fi,;I1errnen, seell
af most as an asset in as far as it increases tile potential for diversifying tile utilisation of til",
productivity of the lake witll its different environments, but not as an end in Itself. In fact a
strong utilitarian attitude towards nature conservation is tile norm for most stakellolders in
tile riparian countries around Lake Victoria. Livelillood needs are too pressillg to warrant an
investment In conservation for purely moral, etllical or aesthetic reason~;. Tilis attitude
strongly determines the feasibility of implementing nature conservation 90als. I\Jature
conservation Witll the only purpose to maintain biodiversity may have limited 8ppeal to 1118
societies around Lake Victoria. In stead, nature conservation measures thai also provide
social and economic benefits, may receive stronger support. Nevertheless, C1 pure focus on
the benefits only, may not be sufficient to trigger tile support of local commullities wllo IlitVe
to undergo.tlle consequences of tile implemented measures. A more stratelJic approacll is
to also assess what costs are involved to maintain or preserve tile benefils provided by
nature. Devising indicators tllat show tile costs and benetits of maintenance ot biodiversity is
tllen more appropriate.
A second set of considerations deals with how decisions on resource utilisation are made or
should be:
1. Wllo participates in the decision mal<ing process, and what roles dre Rssigned to
the different partners;
2. How are objectives formulated, what indicators are considered 10 be valid
measures to evaluate objectives, and wllat are acceptable leveis of resource
utilisation (reference points);
3. How is the effectiveness of resource protective measures evaluated and what role
does biological information plays in tile decision making process?
Tllese considerations deal with tile quality of the management process, in which the
transparency of decision making and the information on which decision,; are based is
paramount. Positions in the decision making process in tile triangle of fishers. aulilorities Q11(1
researcller are derived from eRch of their activities. To put it simple: a fishenilarl fishes, tile
authorities manage and the biologist produces facts about impacts on states of nRture. The
biologist role is to provide information on tile pressures on and state of a resource that c:m
be understood and is accepted as valid by all participating in the management process. loo
often the biologist has taken up the role of defining objectives of managemerlt based on the
results of analysis of biological and fisheries information collected. In our view, tile biologisfs
role in management is to have a more impartial role. In short his role is to:
Generate information on the environment, fishery and tile stocks
Prepare the evaluation procedure
Be aware of information needs of all stakellolders in mRnagement
Relate inform itt ion to experiences of fisllermen
Assist in collective sense-making of disparate data and information
Facilitate learning
Devising communicative indicators are an important and useful step in fulfilliriO this role.
Next, financial considerations are important. The potential to observe states, dlal1ges III
states Rnd trends over time in a resource, and with that tile choice of indicatols, is relateel to
the costs of observation. Resources to obtain fislleries information are nol unlimited. Tile
costs of obtaining the ditta needed are high, given the state and priorities ot tile economies
of the riparian countries of Lake Victoria. However, the fish export industry is now




contribution 10 the economy of the fislleries in terms of food supply and supply to other
industries (Iivestocl{ and aquaculture) remains hidden. Indicalors can be an extremely useful
tool to bring out this importance. The request to produce more precise assessments in a
multi-species and ecosystem context - also expressed at various stages during fhe course of
the synthesizing exercise - has lead to the recognition that there are limits to the
management relevant information thai can be produced; both in relation to wllat can be
Imown and predicted as well as to the value of the fishing industry. In a developing-country
context both limits are reached much taster .. The complicated multi-species multi-gear
fisheries, the diversity in ecosystems, relative paucity of knowledge on tile tunctioning of
these ecosystems, and the limited financial resources all require approaches to maximize
utilization of available information in a fisllery, including those of the resource users. Devising
monitoring programs, deriving indicators from these, and establishing a mandated evaluation
procedure are then important approaches,
L3slly, integrated assessment of ecosystems is a great cllallenge and the development of an
ecosystem ba3ed man3gement of a huge system like Lake Victoria requires a basic
comprehension of the main processes taking place in the Lake and its catchments area,
Description of states and processes alone is not sufficient to allow comprehension, but will
rather lead to "information overload" barring tile emergence of meaningful insights and
strategies for management. Comprehension may be attained through reductionistic3
analyses of key processes and feedbacks mechanisms of an ecosystem, but in fact this
approacll has lead to the information overload currently experienced by stakeholders in any
assessment of ecosystems around the world, Instead of leading to a pragmatic basic
understanding of ecosystems these approaches have lead to an ever increasing need for
more data and detailed research into processes in an endless cycle of historical "just-so"
stol'ies (Peters 1991), Lake Victoria appears to be no exception to this rule, as the account of
tile LVEMP synthesis will show, The problem is that knowledge about variations in (isolated)
processes Ca!1110t give directives on whether systems states are "good" or "bad": the
reductionistic perspective does not give directionality in time and therefore bars value
a.ssessments (Steele 1998). A 110listic approach (see footnote 4: addressing the "why"
questions) that combines an analysis of key processes operational in Lake Victoria, with
melhods where directionality in time is made explicit, will aid in real comprehension of the
system. An assessment along these lines will give guidance to the choice of a
comprellensivc set of indicators and tile development of monitoring systems that will a.id in
ecosystem based management (Choi et al. 2005),
Indicator frameworlls and selection of candidate indicators
Gathering and use of data and information is one of the activities within an organisational
setting that deternlines in part the accountability of its decisions, Indicators, as a tool to
summarise data in order to monitor states, communicate information, support management
and/or evaluate management action, are to be chosen to increase the accountability of the
docision mal<ing process within the organisational setting, To arrive at a robust framework of
, The recluctionistic approach entaits splitting processes up into smaller ancl smaller entities.
Reciuctionism is definecl as an attempt to seek explanation by invoking smaller scales ancl holism as
the resort to 18r£l'3rscales, than those at Wllich 1I1eobservations were macle (Wiegert 1988). The table
SllOWS1I1erelatitJIIsllip between tile spatial-temporal scale of observation (e.g. cell, organ, incliviclual,
population, community or lanciscape), the type of questions that can be posed, and the conceptual






information transfer, considerations such as timelines of information, responsiveness to
action and handling of uncertainty are important criteria for the choice of parlicular indicato(s,
but other criteria may be important as well (see Appendix 4), In the course of the LVEMP
synthesizing effort we have not gone through a complete process of indicfllor selection in
which all stakeholders were involved, Nevertheless, the presentation of the ililormation in
time trends based on what fisheries researchers and managers perceive as worl,able is an
important first step to arrive at a comprehensive set of indicators that call be used for
management decisions,
States, pressures and processes
Our presentation of the indicators selected is based on established Imown or - preferably,
proved links between the states and tile pressures or drivers of Ihe states, The basic
assumption in fisheries theory is that catch (C) and stock abundance, or standing biomass
(B) are related by
C=FxB=fxqxB (1)
where F is the fishing mortality defined as t-q, and I is a measurement of the nominal fishing
effort or intensity, and q is the so-called catchability coefficient. Standing biomass, or stock
abundance is a state expressed for instance as the average amount of fish (lonl1es) in l_alw
Victoria in a given year. The stocl, abundance is related to biological production, which is a
rale expressed for instance as the amount of fish produced per year (tonnes/year), More
precisely biological production (P) is the total amount of tissue generated in a population (or
community) in a particular space during a given period of time, regardless of its fale, It is of
central interest in the exploitation of renewable resources, since the yield (Calch) is a fraction
F (Fishing mortality) of the mean biomass, and is a fraction (x) of biological production P,
p = Z x B -) C = F x B = ,I' X P (2)
Where Z is the total mortality (= fishing mortality + natural mortality),
What is not well expressed in these formulas is the increasing recognition tllat the level 01
biomass and the amount of biological production are always and often pre-dominantly d(iven
by the environment. Hence,
C=FxB(E)=fxqxB(E) (3)
Biomass is here shown as a function of the environment (E), Tilis equation can be rewritten
aO'~,
7j =qxB(E) (4)
Wilere C/f is the catch rate or catch per unit effort (CpU E), Catchability (q) is defined as the
relationship between the catch rate (CpUE) and tile true population size (B) So the unit of
catchallility is fish caught per fish available per elfort unit and per time unit, For scienlific
research surveys, or experimental tishing, effort is standardised and fishing gears I(ept
constant in order to keep a simple (constant) relationship between catch rates and population
abundance (B), i.e, to minimise the inherent measurement errors and/or varii1tions in f and q,
Another main - often the oniy - supply of information on fishing effort, catch and catch rate is
IIlrough monitoring of fisheries input (fishing effort) and output (catch), i.e, through fishery-
dependent monitoring, Long-term monitoring of fish stocks is almost by necessity dependr,nt
on information obtained through the fisheries exploiting them as experimental researcl'l
surveys are often expensive and cannot be maintained, With that long-term monitoring, ,md
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subsequent trands, is highly dependent on the oHicial fisheries statistical system in use.
FIsllery-depenr.lent monitoring entails at least the collection of two essential parameters in
fisheries statislics: catch (C) and fislling eHort (f) and from these the derivation of calch-rate
(C/f) (FAa, 1999). Catch and Effort Data Collection (or Recording) Systems (CEDRS)
maintained to address information needs for fishery management vary in their degree of
administrative and statistical sophistication, but all share the collection and maintenance of
thesG basic paramGters.
Equations (3 and 4) express that changes in biomass in the above equations reflects both
the changes in fishing mortality (F=C/B=q.f) and changes in the standing stock tilrougll
Gnvironmental fnctors (E). The relative contribution of environment and fishing is extremely
important for IGlevant management activities, and can be estimated if long-time series of
catch, eHori and environmental indicators are present. In many smaller lakes that are Ilighly
influenced by allochtllonous inputs (river discharge, rainfall, run-off from land), lal\e water
levels appears to be a highly useful indicator for the environmental impact on stocks (see Jul-
Larsen et al, 2003b and 2003a for a general account). In Lake Victoria water level may be
an important indicator for annual recruitment success as well, in particular for more riparian
stoclls, or.stocl\s that depend on shallow areas in the lake as spawning or nursery areas.
Over tile longer term an important environmental driver will be the reported eutropllication of
tile lalle (Hecky, '1993; Mugidde. 1993; Silsbe et al, 2005). Indicators for eutrophication
could be various, and will Ilave to be assessed in particular on their ease of obtaining long-
term data Ihrol.lgll continuous monitoring (see also tile Water Quality synthesis). Tilis
syntllesis is intended to give some propositions 10that effect.
In traditional fishGry stock assessment tile environment is normally not included as a driver of
the systern. The methods used are all so called steady state models, wllere the only driver is
the fislling morlality (F=q.f). If, however, the ambient environment is not in a steady state,
Ihen these methocls will lail and produce false results (see e.g. Jul-Larsen et al, 2003a for the
results and value of classical stock-assessments in African lakes). In many tropical fresh
waters, tile ol)served changes in productivity of fish resources may be largely due to
environmentally driven processes. in particular wllere large changes of nutrient input occur
(I<olding and V311Zwielen 2005). Given the known environmental changes in Lake Victoria, it
is therefore exlremely important to establish the relative importance of the environmental
drivers vs. the Ir3ditional effort drivers.
Hierarchy in presentation of indicators (reflecting processes)
Based on this analytical framework a hierarchy of indicator sets can be derived, til at
distlnguislles between causes of states and states tllemselves. I.e. ecosystem drivers -
water levels. wind stress related to up-welling (Lake Tanganyika, Lake Malawi!) and
eutropllicatlon - are stale indicators on the ecosystem level but have a large impact on
productivity of slocl\s and on fishing pressure, and can therefore be considered drivers in this
conlext. To mal,e such a IlierarcllY implies some causal relation tllat mayor may not be
known 10exist lor the particular syslem for which the indicators are devised. If more drivers
have an impacl on the cllosen indicator, then the effects on the indicator should be
partitioned by choosing more indicators. An example can immediately be derived from the
above equations: the combined effect of effort and ecosystem drivers (environment) on tile
calch rates ot a stocle These scale problems Sllould be addressed when devising a toolkit of
indicators. A Ilierarchical set 01 indicators where fishing is contextualized by species life-
histories and system variability is a grouping of information along three main axes (Jul-
Lmsen et al. 2003):
• System variability: indicators on ecosystem drivers and habitats - indicators of
ecosystem drivers
• Species: state indicators based on generalized life-history patterns of tish species and
communities; biomass indicators (e.g. catch-rates) - indicators of ecosystem states
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• Fishing effort: selectivity and scale of operations of fislling pattern~>expressed in
indicators on fishing effort, investment in the fisllery and spatial allocation 'of effort;
export indicators and catcll indicators can be included in this Sdt; as well as
monitoring control and surveillance indicators and other social and management
indicators - indicators of pressures through human activities in ecosystems,
Other indicators
The LVEMP included work on aquaculture and tile development of database management
systems, These areas will be assessed based on indicators as well, The purpose of tl1ese
indicators is to aid in an assessment of the achievements af]c1eliciting the pl'OlJlems in these
areas, Lastly quite some work has gone into biodiversity amf other assessmellts of tile small
waterbodies (satellite lakes) in the Lake Victoria basin, At the current limited tiine frFm18of
the research done in these lakes, no trends can be derived from this work [h'lt warrants dll
inclusion in the overall synthesis of the state of Lake Vicforia, given fhe time li,nitafions of tl18
synthesizing process, We refer to the national syntheses reports for and aSS8ssment of the
achievements of the research work done,
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Indicators selected, during the regional workshop in September 2005 (Kisumu)
Othor Indicators
Level Type of indicators
Fishery indicators
System Productivity


























9 Primary production (CI11'a)
10 Species composition of micro algae
11 Water hyacinth
12 Lake \lies (abundance)
13 Caridina (abundance)
14 Zooplanklon (abundance)
15 Species composition (experimental trawls)
16. Feeding habits of main commercial species
17 Mean size. maximum size. length frequency
18 Slope of Ihe biomass size spectrum
19 Growth parameter estimates
20Length at 50% maturity
21 Experimentai catcll rales (trawls. gilinels) by species
22 Fisllery calell rates (by species)
23 Calcll
24 Elfort (m. fishermen. boals. types of gear)
25 Spatial distribution of fishermen
26 MSY estimates
27 Contribulion ollhe fislleries 10GDP
28 Contribution Nile percll to domestic food supply
29 Boat owners, crew
30. Export volumes and values
31. % level of educalion by age group
32. Tolal earnings in lhe fishery
33. Fisll prices
34. Per capita fish consumption
35. Landing sites and factories
36. Feed production (fisllmeal reduction of Rastrineobola and
Caridina)
37. Number of processing plants
38. Nr. BMU's
39. Enforcement statistics
40. # Inspectors at landing sites
41. Number of certifiee! landing bea.ch~s
42. # technologies generated (feeding regimes, pond siting.
cullures developed, cullured species)
43. # smali waler bodies stocked
44. # farmers adopting generated technologies
45. # fish species added to domesticated species
46. # Iry produced and distribuled per annum
47. Fisl, yield per unit area and per annum
48. TOlal number/area of ponds
49 Publications (books. papers etc.)
50. # scientHic journals subscribed to
51. # number and type 01sollware for data analysis
52. # digitized old and new lilerature data sets
53. # visitors visiting the institutes
54. #number scientists with basic scientific database
knowledge
55. # datasels available in digital by Iype and category
56. # of dal"bases available
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To the indicators selected at the I<isumu workshop were added tile indicator,; I. I.ake Depth;
2. Windstress and 16: Feeding habits of main commercial species
The indicators selected will be reported on as follows:
1. Time series as much as possible in graphical form. Sometimes the lim" series ;;10
presented in a table,
2. A short description of the indicator
3, If the time series allows a trend analysis will be done, This can only be dOile if tile originol
data were available to the (inter)national consultants allowing a regressiofl analysis and
an analysis of the variability around the trend to assess its direction and significance, If
no such data are present only developments in mean values can be shown, withoLit
further assessment of the significance of these developments,
4, If no aggrega,tions can be made over the three countries, the developmellt ill time series
for the three countries will be shown, No further trend analysis will bo made and no
comments on the significance of the developments will be given. Also if cLlla have been
received only in graphical form from the national reports, only the [JI aphs fl'OlTI till)
national report will be shown with no additional analysis to what already was m3de in
these reports,
5, The word "trend" will be L1sedwherever an actual statistical analysis has IJoell carried aLit
that enable an assessment of the confidence limits around the means Of' Ihe regressioll.
In all other cases the "development" will be used.
Overall conclusions on the indicator will be limited to the series where actual trond analysis
has been done,
Organization of the report
The remainder of the report is divided into two sections. The first section repurts the "stal",;
and trends" of the indicators chosen. This section can be viewed as a first att""lpl at an atlas
of time-series and spatia-temporal patterns of well-referenced indicators to guide tile
management of Lake Victoria fisheries resources. If carried aLit in a more comprehensive
manner in a second stage of the LVEMP, such an atlas may lead to a true aid ifl
management. The second part of ttlis cllapter is devoted to an outline of the main processes
taking place in tile lake based on the analytical framework outlined earlier, These two
sections can in a later stage iteratively lead to a more comprehensive set of key indicators.
Both sections are needed to aid in a better comprellension of the states and processes at the
Lake Victoria ecosystem.
The next chapter will be devoted to the current state of the availability, accessibility and
quality of the data that are needed to assess states and trends according t(, the approacll
taken in this synthesis, Conclusions are given both on the current assr,ssment of tI-,e
processes and states based on the information available, on the necessity to arrive at a
better monitoring systems and the need for better scientific co-operation aile! exchange at
data, information and knowledge. Lake Victoria will then be a leading example in the
development of an ecosystem based approach to management in a tropical tishel'ies context
if this can be achieved.
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3. ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS SELECTED INDICATORS
STATES AND TRENDS
Primary productivity indicators
1) Depth profiles of Lake Victoria
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Hgure 1: Depth profile of Lake Victoria (Source: Hecky e!.al.?)
The wesfern lJ'Jrt of Lake Victoria is shallower than the eastern part and much influenced by
the wind forces (Indicator 2: windstress). Consequently, it experiences more mixing and
cooling patterlls. Tile deeper eastern part 01 the Lake is mucll more influenced by thermal
stratificatioll patterns and therefore mixing is mainly by density currents dependent on
seasonal temporature changes in surface water. Hence the south-eastern part is more
productive clue 10upwelling conditions (while downwelling = less productivity) occurs in the
north-eastorn pm!. Furthermore, nutrients from River Kagera and the western shores can be











Figure 2: Global wind patterns over Lake Victoria (Source: taken from pre~;entation at tile
Arusha stakeholder workshop November 2005 by Ssebuggwawo V, I,itamirike J.
M, Khisa P, Njuguna H, Myanza 0, Hecky R & Mwanuzi F.)
Meteorology is dominated by ITeZ -two dry and two wet seasons accompanied by wind
shifts that affect the lake. During wet season there is a convergence of two 11umid air
masses over the western part of tile lake. Waves and turbulence are always Iligher on the




Figure 3: Time series in wind stress over Lake Victoria based on a NOAA ~ICEP reanalysis
of data that use regional meteorological models 10 generate woatller records
based on nearest available weather stations. The purple line is a three year
running average also plotted. Tll0ugh these are virtual - i.e. modeled. data, th"y
are based on real weather data for the region (courtesy: Silsbe, 2005).
Indicator use: Lake stratification is influenced both by wind speed and temperdture
Data availability: the data presented in figure 3 are modelled data. As they were not pari of
the list of indicators prepared in Kisumu no data were presented. We reteI' 10 the Water
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Figure 4, Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) - Lake Victoria Watershed 28E-36E/2N4S,
(Source: Analysis by A. Lotsch - alotsch@worldbank,org).
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Figure 5 Time series of 6 monthly running average of rainfall over lake Victoria based on a
NOAA NCEP reanalysis (see Fig 3)
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Indicator use: Montilly rainfall patterns could be a very useful indicator to predict locnl
recruitment success and annual catciles.
Data availability: tile data presented in figure 5 were not available for furtiler analysis. Tile
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Figure 6 lvlonll1ly average water levels measured (daily) al Jinja Pier. DWD Entebbe. Data
provided by FL Hecky. Silouid be updated and extended (Joel Okanga, Water
Synillesis Report. 2005)
Since 1963 Illere is a general decreasing trend in water levels, witl1 occasional peaks.
Indicator use: Montl1ly average water levels are potentially a good indicator for recruitment
success of in particular Tilapiines species til at depend on sl1allow areas as nursery areas;
potenlially it could be use lui as an indicator of recruitment success for other species as well.
including Nile perch. Tile expeclation is tl1at after a peak in water level catcl1 rates will
increase between 2-4 years laler wilen the species enters into tile fisl1ery. Welcomme (1970;
pers. com.) for instance reported a boom in fish production after tile sudden increase in
waleI' levels in lhe early 1960s. Fluctuations in Nile perch stocks in terms of Catcl1 Per Unit
Effort (CPUE) indicator could be relaled 10 peaks in water levels. As tile Jinja pier series is a
point obselvalion til is indicalor is perhaps only useful for the nortl1el'l1 part of the lai<e. A
beller indicator may be total water balance of Lake Victoria.
Data availability: tile data presented in ligure 5 were not available in a format that allowed
furlher analysis.
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Lake Victoria Mass Balance - 12 month running means
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Figure 7: Modelled long term series generated by a water balance model. Source:
Presentation at the Arusha Stakel10lder Workshop By R. ,J. Mngodo, J. n.
Okonga, F. D. Sangale, S. M. Sewagudde, F. L. Mwanuzi and R. E. Hecl<y
LVEMP Regional Water Quality Report (2005))
Decrease of any of the components of the system, specifically, rainfall, river inflows or Nile
outtlows either raises or lowers the lake level. The presently observed fall in lake level is a
result of a combination of two factors (a) reduced input in terms of rain and inflows into the
lal<e and (b) Increased outtlows caused by excess releases at Jinja. General absence!
limited rains on tile lake in recent years resulted in falling of lake levels by 1.G41llfl'Ol11'1998
to November 2004 with tile year 2004 having been severely 11itby tl1is shortage of input. An
increased outtlow for power generation exacerbates this situation: eexcess releases
accounted for 45% of the total fall in the period 2001.2004. Years 2003 & 200,1 Rccounted for
77% of tile extra lake drop with over 50% occurring in 2004 alone.
Indicator use: see Indicator 5) Water level.











FigLlre 8: Map 01 Seccl1i depths derived from August -September 2000 (Source: tallen from
presentation at the Arusha stakeholder workshop November 2005 by
Ssebuggwawo V. I<itamirille J. M, Khisa P, Njuguna H, Myanza 0, Hecky R &
MW<JnuziF.)
Sp.cchi disk readings
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Figure 9: Various Secchi Depth readings from the southern part of Lake Victoria. Sources:
WOrihington (1930): Speke Gulf. January 1928, depth of 5-7 m; Emin Pasha Gulf.
February 1928, depth: 10m: Akiyama et al. (1977) Mwanza Gulf, April-December
1973, depth: 8 m January-December 1974 depth: 8 m: Van Oijen et al. (1981)
Mwanza Gulf. February to April 1981; depth 7-14; HEST Report (1986) Mwanza
gulf. 1986, depth of 7-14 m. de Beer, (1990) Mwanza, March to May 1987.depth
of 7-14 111:Mlwmbo (2002) Depth categories 5-10, m, 20m with steps of 10m up
till 60+ meters, February 2000 and 2001 and august-September 2000 and 2001.
No sites specified.
The reported decrease in euphotic depll1 (not visible in the reported Secchi readings!!!)
through eutrophication has affected (benthic) primary production and has been correlated
29
with the loss of endemic cichlid species that rely on visual cues for mating (Se{)ilaUSen et al.,
1997). Furthermore, the decrease in euphotic depth is linked to pi'imary productivity of tlw
lake and fish productivity (Silsbe, 2005).
Indicator use: Secchi disk readings are a particularly simple way of obtai nino information 011
the visibility of the lal\e. Changes in visibility are an indication of cllanges ill sediment load
and micro-algal suspension.
Data availability: Data available from the national syntheses reports were in a form
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Figure 10A: Concentrations of sediments in cores. B. Sediment nutrients in the Ilome core
(Source: taken from presentation al the Aruslla stal~eholder workshop November
200!j by GiI~uma-Njuru, P., D. Rutagemwa, R. Mugidde, R.E. Hecky. L. Mwebaza-
I~dawula, P.M. Mwirigi, J.O.Z. Abuodha, R. Waya. A. Matovu, J. Kinobe)
Lake Victoria hils clearly shown signs of eutrophication since the late 1980s (see also Water
Qualily Synllwsis Report. 2005). Nutrient enrichment in the water column and in the
sediment accelerated aller the 1960s. Phosphorus concentrations have risen by a factor of 2
to 3. Total phosphorus concentrations with a range from 1.0 pM to 12.0 ~IM.and an average
of 2.7 pM. TllO total nitrogen concentrations vary from 20 11Mto 250 p M. with average
valuos increasing from 37.0~lm in offshore to 110 ~t1n in inshore. The amounl of nitrogen in
the lal\e has not increased to match the increase in pllosphorus as indicaled by the total
nitrogen (TN) to total phosphorus (TP) ratios in the range 8.0 10 42.0, with an average of
'15.7. Average TN: TP ratios were almost double in inshore than offshore indicating that P is
excess relative to N in of Ishore than inshore. The higher phosphorus relative to nitrogen
concentrations have stimulated growth of nitrogen fixing algae 111at fix and bring in
Clpproximalely '180 tonnes a year of atmospheric nitrogen. The average Silica concentrations
(17.3:t 13.6 pm) have decreased by a factor of 10 since the 1960s, as result of increased
pllosphorus 10Clding. The high nutrient concentrations support elevated algal primary
production hy :; faclor of 2 and algal biomass by a factor of 6 to 8. Algae. macrophytes and
invertebrates species composition have responded to changes in nutrient enrichment.
Average algal primary production has increased 2 fold and supports a 4 to 5 fold increase in
fisl, yield comp,lIed to 1950s (Mugidde. Water Quality Synthesis Report. 2005). However,
adverse eutrophication effects include excessive algal biomass. harmful algal blooms
elssociated with fish I\ills. reduction in lake transparency. changes in algal and invertebrate
communities. loss of desirable fish species and seasonal bottom water oxygen depletion.
Indicator use: The annual point estimates of nutrient levels as presented in the National
Fislleries Syntheses reports are useful to assess the local status off the lake over long time
periods. In cOll1bination of other indicators (oxygen. secchi disk. phytoplankton) they will
provide wClJnin\1signals of local excess in eutrophication resulling in local fish I~ills or
disappearance of species from local catclles. This in particular will be apparent first in the
relatively sllallow bays with high population densities as around Kisumu, Mwansa and
Entebbe. They are. however, not sufficiently detailed as a monitoring 1001in relation to fish
stocl~s. There is no sufficient long time series dala to establish the correlation between





Data availability: The data presented in Figure 9 were not available tor [wther analysis.
Data presented in the National Fisheries Synthesis report were not available for further
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Dissolved oxygen concentrations as
a percentage of tolallake volume
,
Figure 11: Planimetric distribution of minimum dissolved oxygen concentrations in tile water
coli.lIl1n with (A). corresponding concentrations expressed as a % of lake volume
as measured at 50 stations in February 2000 (8). (Siisbe, 2004)
Indicator use: oxygen concentrations are an indicator of organic loading. As in the figure
below. it will allow an assessment of the habitat of benthic invertebrates and fish. Local
continuous measurements may serve as a warning on local organic load conditions and
potential fish I\ills. It is an important indicator that requires monitoring on vertical and
horizontal profiie as well as on temporal scale in order to explain fish distributions and
abundance.
Dala availability: Dissolved oxygen concentration in the surface and bottom waters as
presented in the National Syntllesis reports of Kenya were not available for further analysis.
We refer 10 this report for an analysis of the local nutrient levels. No data were available for
furliler aggreg"lion over the lake and Ilence for further analysis. We refer to the water quality
synthesis report for a more in depth analysis of this indicator.
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8) Temperature
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Figure 12: Developments in surface (left) and bottom (right) temperature at ,;everal stations
in the Kenyan section of tile lake. Though it is not indicated what 1I'leerror bill'S
around the means represent, it seems that there are no significrJllI difference in
bottom temperatures and only a few in surface water temperature (Source: Kenya
National Synthesis Report on Fisheries Research and Management).
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Figwe 13: Time series of temperature profiles at Bugaia Island (UP2) 1960-61, adopted trom
Tailing (1966)
Indicator use: as temperature is relatively invariant over larger scales it is only a good
indicator for long term processes as global warming. In' this for there is limitl3(1use for li,;h
and fisheries assessments. Figure 12 is added to how local temperature plOliles over time
Ilave been represented by Tailing (1966). Such representations are us,'fui to indicate
stratification profiles. Temperatures taken at relevant depths to show stratit,cation patterns
over the scale of the whole Lake can be useful as indicators of 1Ile siz," and timing of
stratification processes that, in combination with oxygen levels as represented in indicator 7
are higilly relevant to assess spatial patterns in fish slacks, and potential incidences of fish
kills in relation to eutrophication.
Data availability: The data presented do not allow further analysis. We relm to the water
quality synthesis for a more in dep1l1analysis.
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9) Primary production (Chi-a)
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Developments in Chi-a concentration over time (coloured bars) and in various
portions of the I(enyan part of the lake (grey bars). Source: I(enya National
Synthesis Report 01; Fisheries Research and Management
(bl




Figure 15: Mean Chlorophyll a concentrations in the (a) open peiagic lake zone and (b)
Mwanza. Napoleon and Nyanza Gulfs. n values are shown above the bars (note
scale change between the figures -gulfs and littoral areas have higher
chlorophyll concentrations). Source: Gilluma-Njuru. P., D. Rutagemwa, R.
. Ivlugidde. R.E. Hecky. L. Mwebaza-Ndawula, P.M. Mwirigi, J.O.Z. Abuodha. R.
Waya. A. Matovu, J. Kinobe. Arusha Siakehoider Presentation).
Chlorophyll-a is 11ighlycorrelated to gross phytoplankton production. Euphotic depths are
also highiy correlated to phytoplankton biomass. Studies 0.11nutrient status have shown that
due to tile adv8nced state of eutrophication. phytoplankton production is more limited by light
than nitrogen 01' phosphorous. Self shading appears 10 limit tile depth of phyloplanllton
production and continued enrichment of the lake will not increase gross phytoplanllton
production as it is already light limited over most of tile lake's surface area (Silsbe et al..
2005). Silsbe et al., (2005) conclude that the ideal nutrient concentrations 10 supp0l1 a
productive fishery while maintaining an acceptable water quality level 11avebeen exceeded.
Indicator lise: Chlorophyll-a levels can be used as a iocal and lake wide indicator for fish
productivity st,rlus. A presentation of changes over time should show chl- a concentrations in
a spatial conlexl integrated over the Lake.
Data availability: data presented here only refer to tile I(enyan side of the lake and allow no
furl her analysis. We refer to the water quality synthesis repol1 and Silsbe at al. (2005) for an
in deptll analysis of chlorophyll-a in relation to eutrophication.
I
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10) Species composition ot micro-algae
Table 1: Number of algal species from each algal phyla encountered "nd unidenlilied
individuals (others) in the five surveyed zones of Lal<e Victoria - Tanzania,
January - February 2002 and the corresponding Sllannon-WlenfJr Diversity
indices.
Phyla Zones I Rainy season
Mwanza Gulf Speke Gulf Mara zone Kagera zone En 1111 Pasll<'l Gl ilt
".'-,-' •.•._----._ ..._ ..
Cyanophyta 15 24 40 15 18
Bacillariophyta 7 10 16 12 5
Cillorophyta 15 12 26 11 11
Dinophyta 0 0 4 0 0
Euglenophyta 4 0 0 1 0
Otller? (unidentitied) 9 13 22 15 to--------_ ... _,-,.
TOTAL 50 59 108 54 44
H' 0.1802 0.149 0.1 0,134 0.113----,._------~-_._.-
------,--- .•._----
Dry season
6 11 10 5
4 8 6 4
4 4 10 5
14 23 26 '14
H' 0.252 0.154 0.209 0.223 _
Source: Uganda National Synthesis Report on Fisheries Research and Management





Indicator use: Shifts in algal composition towards blue green algae (Cyanophycaea)
indicate changes in the trophic status of the lake which could lead to eutrophication and
deterioration in the fisheries.
Data: There.are no adequate time series data available to show tile shift towmds blue green
algae. We refer to the Water Quality Synthesis report for more in deptll inforrnalion
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11) Water hY[lcinth
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Plate 1: l\isLlll1u bay under water hyacinth (Eichornia crassipes) cover in the 1990's














1994 1997 1998 1998 1999 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005
Titre (Years)
r=igure 16: Trcnds in water hyacinth cover abundance on Lake Victoria, Uganda, between
1994 and 2005. (Source: Uganda Nationai Synthesis Report on Fisheries
Research and Management)
Water hyacinth entered the lalle in 1989 through I<agera river (Njuguna 1991)_ Peak cover
abundance ot water hyacinth in Lake Victoria was attained in 1998 and was followed by an
unprecedented collapse when massive mats sunk to the lalle bottom. A number of factors
could be atlribilled to the rapid coilapse of the weed. Factors such as biological conlrol by
the introducect weevil, mechanical control measures succession by other aquatic weed
(Vossia clispidnta and Najjas horrida) and chemical control all contributed to this rapid
Gollapse. In addition to the above, the Et Niiio rains together with the winds contributed so
I11Uc1,to the COl1trolefforts in that the weeds were crashed and weakened. See Kenya and
Uganda nationai synthesis reports on fisheries research and management for further
analysis ot this indicator.
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Secondary production indicators
12) Lake flies abundance
Indicator use: Abundance of lake flies, zooplanl,ton and Caridina are all important for
assessing secondary production of the lake. All are important as food for vdrious stages in
the lile-Ilistory of Rastrineobola, Nile perch and other fish species. To assess changes ill
food-web structure estimates of abundance of tllese secondary producers over time are
needed.
Potential indicator: size and occurrence of swarms of lake flies over the Lake assessed
til rough satellite imagery.
































Figure 17: Development in Caridina abundance (Source: Hydro acoustic surveys over




Abundance of lolle flies, zooplankton and Caridina are all important for assessing secondary
production of lI'le lake, All are impol1ant as food for various stages in tile life-ilistory of
Rastrineobola, Nile percil and otiler fisil species, Since tile start of its fisilery, Caridina
abundance is in itself ,a good indicator of tile status of tilis fisilery, On tile basis of tllree years
data witil five data points. no trend analysis Witil tile exception of tile July 2000 point no
mean biomass estimate is significantly different from tile olilers. Tile July 2000 point is
significanlly different from tile August points. Tile abundance estimates seem to point out
sOlne season"lily in abundance.
Indicator lise: 13iomass estimates are useful in food web studies, To assess cilanges in
foocl-web strucilire estimates of abundance of tllese secondary producers over time are
needed,
Data availability: Data were not available in a format tilat allowed furtiler analysis of
cilanges in foocl webs, Hydroacoustic survey data silould continue to estimate biomasses in
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Figure 18: Developments in mean abundance estimates of zooplankton in Uoandan waters
of Lake Victoria, 1993 - 2005 Error bars are ???? From the (Source: Uganda
National Syntllesis Report on Fisheries Research and Management).
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Figure 19: Mean abundance estimates of zooplankton broad taxonomic groups at littoral (
KL) and pelagic ( I<P) stations, Lake Victoria 2000-2005. I<ey: Cop.= Copepoda,
Clad.= Cladocera, Rot.= Rotifera Source: Gikuma-Njuru, P., D. Rutagemwa, R.
Mugidde, R.E. Hecky, L Mwebaza-Ndawula, P.M. Mwirigi, J.O.Z. Abuodl18, n.








Figure 20: Vertical distribution patterns of zoo-plani(ton in Ugandan liltoral (111.) and p61agic







Figure 21: Distribution and proportions of major zooplankton taxa in Lake Victoria (Source:
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Figure 22:
Changes in zooplanl~ton and Rastrineobola
argentea (dagaa) in Lal~e Victoria between 1927
and 1991. (a-c) The relative abundances of
cyclopoids, calanoids and c1adocerans were
calculated from the following sources (sampling and
station details in Table 1): filled squares
(Worthington. 1931). unfilled squares and filled
downward triangles (Rz6ska. 1957), unfilled
downward triangles (Akiyama et aI., 1977), unfilled
upward triangles (Hoogenboezem, 1985), unfilled
small and large circles (I(atunzi et aI., in prep.; this
study), filled upward triangles (Mwebaza-Ndawula,
1994). The filled symbols (black; offshore station;
grey; Pilkington Bay) represent the data from the
northern waters used by Gophen et al. (1995).
Unfilled symbols represent the stations in the
Mwanza Gulf (small circles ; shallow station
Luanso Bay). (d) Annual landing data for dagaa are
given for the I(enyan waters (black bars) and the
wllole lake (black plus stacked open bars). No data
for the Tanzanian waters were available for 1990
and 1991 (From Wanink. 1998).
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The role of zooplankton in secondary productivity is directly related 10 production of
zooplanktivorous fish species like haplochromine zooplanktivores, dagaa, immature stages
of Nile perch and other species. It is not clear from the original presentation of the di'lt"
whether the error bars in Figure 14 represent Standard Deviations or Standard Ermrs. 1\]0
further information was obtained after commenting on the drat! National repoll to tllat effecl.
As no sample size is indicated as well no further conclusions can be drawn "n Ihe basis of
Ihis information. It is also not know if the samples are taken consistently from the same sites.
If the error bars are standard errors then tllere is no significanl difference in tile mea'1
estimafes over the years of the various zooplankton families. Density variations IIlen sllggest
more or less stable standing crops over the period. Figure 17 shows clear spatial
distributions over the Lake. Vertical distribution patterns of zooplankton in the first quarter of
the year 2001 are presented in figure 19. The distribution of major taxa uver the lake is
presented in figure 20. Spatial integration of the three last figures (18, 19, and 20) shoulci
yield maps of lake wide distributions. Annual series of SUCll maps can inciicate temporal
changes.
Indicator use: Silifts in relative abundance can be directly related to availability 01 lood 101'
fish, food webs and production,
Data availability: data were not presented in a format that allowed further analysis. No
reports form the Tanzania or Kenya national reports were obtained, We reler to the Willer
Quality Synthesis report for a more in depth analysis. Appendix 5 gives a tuxollomic lisI of
zooplankton species encountered. No data were available to allow trend analysis of major
taxa.
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Biodiversity, comlllunity and food web indicators
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Figure 23: 1\. 11elative fish species composition based on trawl survey data (Source: trawl
surveys in Uganda). B. l'lelative fish species composition based on trawl survey
data (Source: trawl surveys in Tanzania with RV Mdiria, RV I<ibol~o and RV
Explorer). Red arrows indicate start and end of the nile perch upsurge in
U[1flllda.
The indicator shows the abrupt change in fish community structure 25-30 years after the
introduction 01 I~ile perch in the lake, the two year shift in timing between the northern and
southern part of the lal~e. the present relative increase in haplochromines (in particular
Uganda). tilapiiine and otiler fish species (in particular Tanzania) 01 the Lake.
Indicator lise: l1elative species composition in the trawl surveys is an impor1ant indicator to
assess long tell11changes in the fish community of Lake Victoria. Spatial desegregation of
this indicator Iinlled to spatial distribution of indicators of eutrophication (oxygen
concentration) may serve as an early warning to more comprehensive changes in fish
community structure as a result of these processes.
Data: Data from Ugandan trawl surveys are available for the years presented by weight only.
Species composition indicators can be easily calculated based on regular experimental trawl
monitoring prowamme. More calegorical detail can be obtained if the categorical resolution
of tile dGta coltection would be made consistent between years (within countries) and
between counlries. AI present the data can only be analysed based on the 4-5 broad
species-calegol ies as presented. Survey dala from I<enya were not available for analysis.
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Figure 24: Changes in the food and feeding habits of Nile perch from t9G8 to 2005.





Figure 25: Changes in the food and feeding Ilabits of Nile tilapia from '1994 to 2005.
(Source: Tanzania National Synthesis Report on Fisheries Management and
Research)
Feeding habits of Nile perch/tilapia Ilave changed concomitant with faunal and flmal changes
Indicatol' use: Changes in feeding Ilabits of common species indicate charlges in the fooel
web.
Data availability: No new information was presented to the consultants on the basis of
which new foodwebs could be constructed. However, some changes in fefJding behaviour
base don gut-length contents was presented at the meeting in Arusha in November 2004 IIlat




17) Mean. Illaxilllulll size and size frequency distribulion
LatllS nifoticus
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Figure 26: A. Nile perch length frequencies (5 Clll intervals) ali specimen caught in
e}:perimentaltrawl surveys. Source: Trawl survey Uganda 13.source Trawi
surveys Tanzania (see indicator 15). Green marks are Illean length of all
specimen, blue marks Illaximum length observed in the experimental trawl
calches. I3lacl\ and blue lines are regressions over the mean C\ndIllaximum
length respectively. Gnly the blue Illarks are used in tile regression of the
Illaximum length: in the remaining years nile perch> 100 cm was recorded as
100+ nile perch.
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I'relilllinary indicator analysis shows no changes in mean and maxilllulll length in the
experimental lrawl catch 01 Nile perch for the period 1993 to 2003 in Uganda (Figure 26A)
and over the p(~riod 1984 - 2006 in Tanzania (Figure 26 13). As Nile perch> 50 cm are fast
swimmers and therefore can escape trawls it is possible that no change in Illean length is
simply an al'lifact of tile survey design. It can be argued that the specilllen >50 cm are
caught randomly in the trawl. If this is tile case than a change in mean length 01 Lates >50cm
would be observed in this size group over time. However, mean length of Nile perch >50 cm
also shows no change (Figure 27). No changes were observed in Illaximulll length over Ihe
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Indicator use: the mean and maximum size of fish caught are important indicalors for fislling
pressure, in particular when tile target of a fishery is.on tile larger sized fisll, as is the case
for Lales niloticus in Lake Victoria.
Data: Data from Ugandan and Tanzanian trawl surveys are available for the years presented
under indicator 14 and annual change and variability can be measured. No dill" are available
for other species. Survey data from Kenya were not available for analysis.
Figure 27: A. Nile perch length frequencies (5 cm intervals) specimen >50 cm caught in
Experimental trawl surveys. Source: Trawl survey Uganda. B. source Trawl
surveys Tanzania (see indicator 15). Green marks are mean lenoll1 01 all
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Figure 28: A. Ln-transformed size distributions of Nile perch in Uganda. No significant
cllollges in slopes between 1994 and 2003. Regressions between 20 and 100
GI11. (Source: Trawl surveys Uganda.) It should be noted tllat not all the collected
icnqth data were made available (several years are missing). B. Ln-transformed
size distributions of Nile perch in Tanzania. Cllanges in slopes between 1988 and
2005 only: significance of these changes are to be tested still. Regressions
between 20 and 100 cm. (Source: Trawl surveys Tanzania including HEST data)
Figure 29: A. Ln-Iransfonned size distributions of Nile perch in Uganda of fish> 50 cm TL
(minimum slot size). No significant pattern in slopes Source: Trawl surveys
Ugilllda B. Ln-Iransformed size distributions of Nile perch in Tanzania of fish> 50
cm TL (minimum slot size). No significant pattern in slopes Source: Trawl surveys
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Changes in 1I1r. slope of the regression over the log-transformed biomass size spectrum (of
individual species or of Ihe total fish community) indicate changes in the size structure of the
fish slocl~ or fish community: an increasing slope reflects a decrease in mean size. Changes
in tbe intercept (with y-axis) of the regression over the biomass size spectrum indicate
chDnges in productivity. As intercepl and slope are highly correlated a separate slope
Dnalysis needs 10be carried out (van Zwieten ef al. 2003). the differences in slopes between
1988 and 200!.i for all lengths in Tanzania may tllerefore be spurious. Preliminary anaiysis of
Ille indicalor all the biomass-size distribution of Nile perch in the trawl survey catches shows
110 significant change in size structure and varying levels of productivity. A seporate analysis



















Indicator use: Tile indicator gives information on long term struclural cllangos in stocks Gild
communifies. The statistical power of tile trends in slopes or intercepts am generally low
indicating tl1at long time series are needed to asses changes in tl1is indicator. It is therefore
not a useful indicator for short term management decisions.
Data: Data tram Ugandan and Tanzania trawl surveys are available for tile years presented
under indicator 17 (mean and maximum size) and annual change and variability can be
measured. No data available for other species. Trawl survey data from Kenya me not yet
available.
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Table 2: Different estimates in growth parameters (L~. K), mortality estimates (Z and F) exploitation rate (E) and size at 50% maturity,of Nile
erch. Source: U anda National S nthesis Re ort on Fislleries Research and Mana ement.






















































40-59 em TL (F)
30-34 em TL (M)
67.5 em TL (F)
53.3 em TL (M)
90-99 em TL (F)
50-54 em TL (M)
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Size at maturity
27-35 em TL
18 em TL (F)
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Asila & Ogari. (1988)
Muhoozi, 2002
Rabeur el al. (2003)







in growth parameters of Nile perch. Source: Uganda National Synthesis Report on FislleriesTable 4: (Contd.) Different estimates
Research and Mana ement.
Period! Area Population L",
Mean len th













Ogutu-Ohwayo and Wandera (2000)
Ogutu-Ohwayo and Wandera (2000)











































0.58 2.86 1.98 0.69
0.92 3.59 1.22 0.34
0.94 3.23
1.14
0.74 3.47 1.89 0.54
0.74 2.97 1.39 0.47
0.68 3.38 1.8 0.53
0.86 3.03 i.45 0.48
0.63 3.35 1.77 0.53
1.75 4.13 0.12 0.03



















Wandera & Wanlnk (1992)
Wandera & T aabu (2002)
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19) Growth parameter estimates (1<,L.)
See table 2,
Indicator use: Different calculated growth parameters could indicate differences or changes
in pressures on the stoclls over time, However, as k and L. are inversely correlated (Sparre
and Venema '1989), and the metllodologies of estimating these parameters involves expert
judgement that may differ between researchers, no comparison between the different
estimates over time can be made it no common method in clloice of parameter estmates has
been made. Tilerefore tile estimates shown represent a range of possible parameter values
for the three species.
Data: The estimates shown were taken from literature. We refer 10 the original texts for a
discussion on tile estimate
Data: The estimates shown were tallen from literature. We refer to the original texts for a
discussion on tile estimates.
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20) Length at 50% maturity
























Figure 30: A. Developments in mean size at 50% maturity of Nile percl1 from Lake Victoria
Uganda. (Source: Uganda National Synthesis Report on FisherieG Researcl1 and
Management). B. Variation in mean size at 50% maturity of Nile perch from l.al~e
Victoria, Tanzania. (Source: Tanzania National Synthesis Report on Fisheries
Research and Management). M=male, F=Female. Note tllat in both graphs the t-
axes does not represent a continuous time series!
The various measurements in Uganda and Tanzania show the variation in calculated lengll1
at maturity form male .and female nile perch. As the definition of maturity stages is very
subjective, and the stages used are not indicates, as well as no confidence limits of the
estimates are provided, no conclusions on developments can be drawn.
Indicator use: Changes in length at maturity are often used as an indicator in relation 10 tile














Stock Indicators from experimental and fishery catch rates
21) Experimenlaltrawl calch rates
I SUlnderdized celc!'I roles U91!1~dl!!n sector
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Figure 31: A: Trends and developments in experimental trawl catch rates in Uganda.
(Source: trawl survey Uganda). 8: Trends and developments in experimental trawl
calch rates in Tanzania. (Source: trawl surveys in Tanzania with RV Mdiria. RV
l<ibol\o and IW Expiorer). Nole tile difference in the units of the Y-axis. Also note
thai experimental trawiers do not catch Rast"rineobola (dagaa) or Caridina hence
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Indicator use: Catch-rates are tile single most important indicator to assess the status of "
fishery. Catch-rates from experimental trawling can give an unbiased estimate of the relative
changes in the fish stocks if the survey design is consistent over time. The fisl18ry can be
divided into three phases; pre-Nile perch (1970-1980), exponential growth (HJ81-1993) 2111Ct
the stabilization phase (from 1994 to present). No significant change in Ciwrage catches
rates of Nile perch (biomass) Ilave been observed from 1994 to 2005).
Data: Data from Ugandan trawl surveys are available for the years presented for this





















22) Fishery calch rates (by species)
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Figure 32: Developments in catch rates (ton/yearfboat or ton/yearllisher) in Tanzania,
I(enya. The arrows indicate the range of catch rates that is found in most fully
exploited African lakes (see figure 69) Note that the catch rates of all species
categories including Lates nilolicus (Nile perch) are severely underestimated in
years where a category "All species" is indicated (Source: CEDRS Tanzania,
I(enya).
Estimated total Annuli! catch rates (!!boat) Ugand<'l
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Figure 33: Developments in catch rates (ton/year/boat or ton/year/fisher) in Uganda
(Source: CEDRS Uganda)
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The indicator shows changes in CPUE over time whicll reflects the average return on effort
by individual fishermen or by single boat. Under certain conditions it <'llso reflects tile
available stock for the fishery depending to a large extent on their spatial el10rt alloc<'ltion.
Overall recorded catch rates over all species of the lake Ilave declined frolfl between 6.7
ton/fishermen/year in the late eighties to about 3 ton per fishermen per year since 2000. The
average CPUE for many African lakes is 3 tonnes per fisherman per year (Fig (9).
Figure 34: Trends in overall catch rates (ton/year/boat or ton/year/fisller) i" Lalle Vicloria.
Total effort on the lake was estimated by linearly extrapolating Ille numbers 01
fishermen and boats between years for which data were availalJle. Catch mtes
were subsequently estimated by dividing the total catch (Figure 37) with tile
total effort (Figure 38). The arrows indicate the range of catcll rates Illat is found
in most fully exploited African lakes (see figure 69). Note tllat tile catch rales of
all species categories including Lates niloticus (Nile perch) are severely
underestimated in years where a category "All species" is inclicated (Source:
CEDRS Tanzania, Uganda, I<enya).
Indicator use: Catcll rates are 1I1esingle most important indicator to assess the status of a
fishery. It is central to any assessment of states, trends and causes of stales and trends
through relations with top down and bottom up processes. Time series of calel1 rales can be
correlated to time series of indicators of these processes to assess the likely mechanisms of
change.
Data availability: Data on catch and effort are presently only available in aggregated format,
which means 1I1atthe presented catch.rates can only be based on Ihese aggregfllrJd data.
Original data from Catch Assessment surveys or catch and effort data aggreualed on Ihe
level of the surveys could give a much more detailed view on the'developmenl,; in overall
catch rales including an assessment of the variability in the data, and the uncertainty of tile
estimates. At present no such analysis can be done: this causes that the data presented are
prone to contention. As it is well known that the present CEDRS in all coulltries illVolved is
not well organized this callnot be resolved at present. It is tllerefore of utmost importance
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Figure 35: Tolal catch by country. In Kenya the Fisheries Department and I(MFRI Ilave
separate CEDI~S willl diverging overall estimates of the total catch. No
inlorillation was obtained Oil Ihe procedures to arrive at the two estimales
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Figure 36: Total catcll by species country. In Kenya the Fisheries Department and KMFRI
have separate CEDRS wilh diverging overall estimates of the total catch. No
informalion was obtained on the procedures to arrive at lhe two estimates
(Source: CEDRS Tanzania, Uganda, and Kenya). Note 1I1atthe catch estimates
of all species categories including Lates niloticus (Nile perch) are severely
underestimated in years where a category "All species" is indicated (Source:







Indicator lise: Catch data are tile single most important indicator to as;:,,,;,, tho ov(,,,,11



































The fishery can be divided into three phases; pre-Nile perch (1970-1980). eXI",",,"lial 0"1"'111
(1981-1993) and the stabilization phase (from 1994 to present). The tot,,; ""tdl 01 '-11k
Victoria increased dramatically during and after the nile perch boom and has '.11,,:t, 1"8"",il:",J
stable between 400 000 and 500 000 ton.
Figure 37: Total catch of Lake Victoria by species. For Kenya the data of tI", fl, .I: aru 1.1", 'd
as tl1ese represent the longest time series. Note that tho catch ,,';tll"Ht"5 of :tli
species categories including Lates niloticus (Nile perch) :lrf, s,-,v"",I;,
underestimated in years where a category "All species" is i1I,fi":Jt'Ki (o,Olll,;'"
CEDRS Tanzania, Uganda, I<enya).
According to KMFRI's catcl1 records Dagaa constituted about 77,000 metric I", If,,;. or '1,1"'""'
fresh fisll landed on the Kenyan sector of the lake in 1995 (Abila and ,Jan,;,," t'197). II 1",,-
constituted between 37- 45% of the total annual catch in the past (Othma anrll)",'we Oel"I:,.
1996). It is expected that the contribution of dagaa to the catches ill botl, I.,malli" :".<1
U(Ja'lda will not difter much froIII I<enya. Thus tile total catcl1 of RastrinBol ",1:1is ,;el'<'I"";'
underestimated in the total catch estimates of Lake Victoria.
Data availability: Data on catch and effort are presently only available in agU' ';'.F,ted tUI" ,,,t,
which means that the presented catch data can only be assessed basecl on tl" ,c."
aggregated data. Original data from Catch Assessment survoys or catch anu "It",t dalil
aggregated on the level of the surveys could give a mucll more detailed view '''' tt,,,
developments in overall catches including an assessment of the variability in thd delta, and
i
tile uncertainty. At present no sucil analysis can be done: til is causes tilat tile data
presented are prone to contention. As it is well known tilat tile present Catcil and Effort Data
Recording System in all countries involved is not well organized tilis cannot be resolved. It is




24) Effort: numbers of boats and fishers; numbers of fishing gears
Number of Fishers
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Figure 38: Fishing effort by country by total number of fishers and boats. The data points in
the upper graphs represent the years in whlctl all countries have reported effort
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Figure 39: Fishing effort by country by total number of gillnets and hooks (for long lines) by
framesurvey (year). (Source: CEDRS\of Tanzania, Uganda and I(enya).
The fishery in terms of catches can be divided into three phases; pre-Nile pen:l; 1,1970-19130),
exponential growth (1981-1993) and the stabilization phase (from 1994 to present). Fishing
effort appears to follow the developments in the stocks closely, with a rapid increase in
overall effort - expressed here in numbers of fishermen and boat - between 1980 and 200:3.
At present numbers appear to stabilize (Figure 38). Measures of fishing eifol'! expressed In
numbers of gears show a rapid increase in numbers of gliinets and longline;; lletween 1998
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and 2004 (Figure 39). We refer to the reports on the frame surveys conducted between 1998
and 2004 for a more detailed analysis of recent shifts in the fishery. The stabilization in
numbers of boats and fishermen, the recent increase in numbers of gears, the recent
diversification of gears and a possible divergence of the fishery offshore point to an
increased competition on resources between fishermen to stabilize their daily outcome. In
this respect Lake Victoria is now comparable to other African Lakes again (Figure 69).
Indicator use: Overall fishing effort by numbers of fishermen, boats and gears is tile single
most importanl measure of fishing pressure on stocks. They are obtained through frame-
survey's Ihat need 10 be held regularly. Total catches from the fishery are calculated by
raising catch rates obtained tllrough Catch Assessment Surveys with effort data. The Effort
indicators are also highly useful as economic indicators both to assess movements of labour
into and out of the fishery (van Zwieten et al. 2003a) and as assessment of the level of
investments into tile fishery (van Zwieten et al. 2003b: figure 43).
Data availability: Data availability is shown in the figures 38 and 39. As measures of fishing
effort are essenlial to assess total input and calculate the total output of the fishery it is
tllerefore of utmost imporiance that a well organized CEDRS is set-up in Tanzania, Uganda
andl<enya.
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25) Spatial distribution ot tishermen
Number of Fishers by District
100 o 100 200 Miles





Figure 40: Effort distribution of fishermen over the Lake (Source: Frame surveys 2000
2002 and 2004 in Tanzania, Uganda and Kenya),
The indicator provides an overview of the spatial allocation of fislling ellort. Particularly
interesting in figure 40 is the lowered number of fishermen in most districts in ~004 compareel
to the previous frame-survey year, indicating a possible movement of fishermen out of tile
fishery, In Kenya, fishing effort is concentrated in the districts outside tl'lo Winam gull.
Because of time constraints and non-availability of long term data on distribution of fishermen
over the lake it was not possible to assess wlletller this concentration of fi';hermen WAS CI
recent phenomenon indicating a movement of fishermen out of the Willam gulf or [j
historically normal state of affairs As tile Winam gulf is a potential area in which the effects
of eutrophication of fish stocks would be felt at an early stage, which also would mean tllal
fishermen would move out of the area if stocks declined as a result if this, Ih,s indicator will
be particularly important to monitor (van Zwieten et al. 2005),
Cowx et al. (2005), assert that there is a distinct regional variation in gears, They say (nol
SllOW!) that for example, in areas close to processing factories gill-nets and longline~,
targeting nile perch, are the most commonly used gears, These are the amas olltside the
more isolated western coast of the Lake, Diversitication of gears was greatest in the western
part of the lake. Also other measures of effort show a clear distinction in thi? distl"ibution of
fishing patterns over the lake, This is particularly useful information wilen assessing the need
and effect of lake wide effort measures in a co-management context.
Indicator use: Effort data obtained through frame-survey's are generally lilldmutilized, as
they often are only used as raising factor to eslablish total catch. However, much more
information can be gleaned from them (see Indicator 24), A particularly usetul way of





26) Data availability: Frame survey data, also historically, can be aggregated by district. No
data were available to make such an assessment. Figure 40 was taken directly trom the
I<enya National Syntllesis Report. As measures of fishing effort are essential to assess
total input and calculate the total output of the fishery it is therefore of utmost importance
.that a well organized CEDRS is set-up in Tanzania, Uganda and Kenya.
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27) Different estimates of MSY over the years
Indicator use: The classical approach to a rational exploitation of fish stocks involves tile
control of fislling mortality (effort and fishing methods) in such a way that amlual catclles of
specific stocks can be continued indefinitely according to pre-determined oLJjectives related
to the productivity at different stock levels. The catch-effort curve of su,tainable yields
(Schaefer 1954) exemplifies this approach: at any level of fishing effon up to Ille level where
the 'surplus yield' is maximised, a yield can be found that is theoretically suslalnable awl
stable. Which level of fishing effort is chosen depends on a number of strfllegic objectives
(Salz 1986) such as securing a minimum biomass, maximise food productioll (MSY),
maximise the resource rent (maximum economic yield, MEY) or emploYlnent. Of these
objectives, the concept of Maximum Sustainable Yield (MSY) at which effort IHvels should LJe
set in order to maximise food production has gained most prominence. Various, models
estimating MSY, or maximum yield per recruit, have been used extensively In African hosll
water fisheries, and the concept of MSY Ilas formed part of the researel, goals in many
fisheries development projects as well (I<olding 1994). Tile biological assumptions of the
surplus-production models most often used in tile African context, the Schaefer model, are
described in the next section (page 90). Predicted MSY from these models, wilen fitting with
only data points on the ascending side of the yield-effort curve, are always very close to the
actual current mean catch and consequently the usual conclusions are tllat the effort level is,
at the time of the investigation, at its limit. Actually, Hilborn and Walters (1992) concluded tilat
it is simply not possible to find tile top of a yield curve witilout going beyond the top, or in
their words: "You cannot determine the potential yield from a fish stock without overexploitillg
if', A critical assessment of whetller this was indeed the case also in the l,ake Victoria
situation and the consequences for management advice would be highly infOl'lllative,
Data availability:




Social and economic indicators
28) Contribution of fislleries to GDP
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I=igure 41: Contribution of fislleries to GDP (Source: Tanzania National Synthesis Report
011 I=isheries Research and Management)
Tile fisheries contribution to the GDP in Tanzania has grown since 1964, but appears to
stabiles in recGnl years at around 2,6%.
Indicator use: The indicator is one measure of the economic importance of the Lake
Victoria contril)ution to tile national economy. We do not know what is included in the
nlGasure and if it rerlects all economic activities derived from fishing.
Data availtlbilily: No data are availabfe from Kenya and Uganda.
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29) Contribution of Nile percil to domeslic food supply
.Fish landings and contribution Nile perch to clomestic food supply
Kenya
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Figure 42: A, Contribution of Nile percll to domestic food supply compared to tile total
landings of Nile perch. B, Tile contribution of Nile percillo domeGlic fooel supply
compared to the total fisil landings, (Source: 'I<enya Nalional Synthesis Report
on Fisheries Research and Management)
Prior'to 1985, there was an increasing contribution 01 Nile perch to domestic looel supply
(90%) declining to less than 25%01 total Nile percll landings in 2001 due to illcreased export
(A), Figure B silows that after 1989 Nile perch became increasingly less important as a
source of domestic food, stabilising in tile late nineties at around 20% of tile total lanciings,
dropping since 2000 to around 10%,
fndicator use: The contribution of Nile perch to domestic food supply is an indicalor of
availability of protein fooel to the populations of the three countries,




30) Boat owners, fishermen crew
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Figure 43: Changes in number of fishermen per boaf in Lake Victoria,
The number of fishermen per boat is decreasing in all countries, As the number of boats has
been increasing rapidly (indicator 24) it appears that the level of investment per fisllerman
increased over tile period examined,
Indicator use: The number of boat owners relative to the number crew would be an indicator
of the level of investment into the lake as boats are often the most expensive piece of
equipment used by a fisherman (van Zwieten 2003b), As no separate information is available
on boats, owners and crew, we have assessed the total number of fishermen relative to the
number of boals,
Data availabilily: Data from frame-survey's are available
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31) Export volumes and values
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Figure 44: Fish export and value of Nile perch from Kenya (Source: I(enya f\Jational
Synthesis Report on Fisheries Research and Management)
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Figure 45: Fish export and value of Nile perch from Uganda (Source: Uuanda Nalional
Synthesis Report on Fisheries Research and Management)
Fish exports from the tllree countries have continued to rise from the 1990s to 1I1epresent.
Indicator use: The fish export and value is an indicator of contribution ot the sector to
foreign exchange earnings, employment, revenue and earnings to fishers. II IS a measure of
the health of the fishing industry but can also be an indication of food insecurity when no fish
is reserved for local consumption.
Data: The data are availabie in the three countries on a monthly basis.
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Figure 46: The level 01 education of fisl1ermen in Lal~e Victoria-Kenya (Source: Kenya's






1960 to 1990s and beyond.Cl1anges 01 educational level of the fishers from












Table 4: Level 01 education among fishers (Source: Tanzania National Synthesis Report










Primary 56 '82.4 82.1 70.8 88
Secondary 12 12.3 11.2 7.1 12
College 1 0.5 0,4 1.6 0
No Schooling 11 4.6 6.3 20.5 0
Infon1181 0 0.2 0 0 0
Source: Tanzania National Synthesis Report on Fisheries Research and Management
Indicator use: This indicator shows the variations in the ievel of education and hence
Imowledge level among the tishennen. It is an indicator of the ability to implement co-
management througl1 the BMUs and better opportunities to adopt new technologies. This is a
good indicator of where emphasis should be put in capacity building.
0<113availability: Data are available but Sllould be hannonised between countries to enable
boll1 aggregation over the region and comparison by relevant spatial unit (village. district,
country etc.)
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33) Total earnings in fishery
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Figure 47: Total earnings from fishery of Lake Victoria - Kenya (Source: Fisheries statistics
Kenya)
The sharp increase in total earnings in the 1990s is associated willl increas," in the number
of fisll processing factories. It could not be assessed what economic activities dil'8ctly related
to fishing are included in tllis indicator. " .
Indicator use: The total value of fish is an indicator of the economic importance of lish
export.
Data availability: No data were available for Tanzania and Uganda. The indicator requires a
more thorough investigation into what is and what is not included in the value. Data should
be Ilarmonised between countries to enable both aggregation over IIle I'8gioll and
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Figure 48: Average fish price at ianding site in I<enya (Source: I<enya National Synthesis
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Figure 49: Average fish price at landing site in Uganda (Source: Uganda Nationai
Synthesis Report on Fisheries Research and Management)
Pricos romained stable and inelastic for a long period of time (Reynoids and Greboval, 1998)
until the advenl of fish processing plants. When Nile perch started dominating the catches,
prices increased. Towards the end of tile 1990s' and early 2000s, prices in Tanzania moved
to a landmarl( 01 about Tshs 1000 (1 USD).
Indicator lise: Fisll prices are indicators of both demand and supply factors as well as the
propensity to spend. The buyers are willing to pay lor the market value of the fish commodity.
The fish price cllange is responsible for influencing tile general fish prices, The increase .in
prices and higher income may have led to improved capacity of the fisllermen to invest in
boals (indicator 30),
D~la avail~bility: No dala were available lor Tanzania. Data sholiid be harmonised between
countries to e,,~ble both aggregation over Ihe region and comparison by relevant spatial unit
(village, district. country elc.)
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Figure 50: Variations in per capita fish consumption in Uganda (Source: UGanda National
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Figure 51 : Variations in per capita fish consumption in Kenya (Source: I\enya National
Synthesis Report on Fisheries Research and Management)
Per capita fish consumption fluctuates around 10 kg/person per year while tim; ill i{enyn
increased from around 3 kg/year to 7 in the early nineties dropping to betwene3~4 kg in the
late 1990s. It is not known what the contribution of Lake Victoria is to the per capita fish
consumption in both countries~ No data are available for the protein intake by tile riparian
communities based on Lake Victoria fish. For Tanzania FAO has calculated tl181the
contribution of fish as animal protein fluctuates between 30 and 35% over tile period from
1976 to 2001 (Tanzania National Syntllesis Report).
Indicator use: This indicator shows the availability of fish for local consuiliption and the
ability to purchase fish. This is an indicator of disposable income but is influenced by supply
and demand.
Data availability: No data were available for Tanzania. Data should be harmonised between
countries to enable both aggregation over tile region and comparison by relevant spatial unit

















Source MAAII=. DFI~ 2004
A landing sile is a place along the lakeshore where boats anchor or land to discharge fish
catches. There are fish landing beaches 111at are not recognized by the Government but
could be well I<nown to the communities for social activities. Gazelling of a beach follows a
procedure where inspection for the minimum requirements of social amenities Is carried out.
There are approximately 307 gazetted fish landing beaches in the Kenyan section of lake
Victoria. Those lhat qualify to be gazetted are listed in the official government newsletter
"Tile I<enya G'lzette" and become recognized places for landing and subject to all
requirements a5 contained in 1I1elegal provisions. In Uganda. there were 554 landing sites in
2004 while in Tanzania, there were 575 landing sites. Those beaches that do not meet the
minimum requirements may remain social beaches but the government operations will not
recognize them and any infrastructure developments cannot take place.
Indicator use: Uncontrolled establishment of landing siles is an indicator of abundance and
demand for fisl1 and a measure of dispersion of the fishery. Reduction in the number 01
landing siles is a result of response to the establishment of Beach Management Units
(SMUs) around the Lal<e.
Data availability: No data were available for I<enya and Tanzania. Data should be
harmonised between countries to enable both aggregation over the region and comparison
by relevant spalial unil (village. district. country etc.)
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Table 6:
37) Animal feed production from "dagaa"
The table below shows the quantities of dagaa used I)y tile millill!) compAnies ill
1996 (FISHING IS DONE ONLY TWO WEEKS DURING DAFlI(. PHASES Ole
THE MOON - 15 WEEKS PER YEAR OF PRODUCTION ON AVI:RAGE)
Milling Quantity of Dagaa Utilized Animal Feeds output
Company (Tons per week Wet Weight) (TOilS/ year)
0 30,000 150,000 56
P 10,000 50,000 19
Others 13,000 65,000 25
Total .53,000 2650,000
Source: Abila and Jansen 1997
The consumption of fisll species that should otherwise be used for fishnll,al implies Ihe)
limited availability and/or higll prices for large table fish for human COIlSUlllptiol) (e.g. I~ile
tilapia and Nile perch) that are currently targeting export market. Previously Dagila has bee"
mainly used as food for humans and has often been referred to as the "poor man's food".
The animal feeds industry started using Dagaa as the main source of crude protein In the
industry in the early 1990s The present limitation and competition is not caused by limited
availability of stocks in the lal,e that can withstand high fishing pressures, hut is probably
caused by limitations in fishing effort and hence market avaitability. The "dagaa" that is
destined for fishmeal production is often mixed with haplochromines and Carir/ina.
In Uganda, the main animal feed processor (Novita in Jinja) uses'dagaa" as one 01the main
sources to manufacture animal feeds and fish feeds. Olller minor factories i"elude Ugachic
and Bugeree in Kampala. In Kenya, the main millers are Unga Feeds and United Millers.
Main fisllmeal factories in Tanzania are based in Dar-es-salaam.
Tile fish meal industry in Kenya has continued to expand, stimulated by export to 1I1e
neigllbouring countries, who in return export dried Rastrineobola to l<eny'l. Even as the
amount of Nile perch offal from factories for fish meat reduction increased, till) Industry soon
turned to 'dagaa'. Dagaa proved to be an even richer source of crude protein for animal feeds.
In 1995, the fishmeal industry in Kenya was using about 69% of 'dagaa' tllal Wi)S landecl 011till)
Kenyan part of Lake Victoria (Abila and Jansen, 1997). In 1999 another fishrn"al factory willl
an additional capacity of 40 tonnes per day was constructed near I<isumu (AI)iI8, 2000). Tile
advantage of using 'dagaa' in fisllmeal vis-ii-vis for Iluman consumption has (Jfmemted 50l11e
controversy.
Indicator use: An indication for the demand for fish for this industry, and with Illat an
incJicationof the pressure on small size fisll (including Ilaplochromines) and stocks low in the
foodweb (Rastrineoboia, Caridina).
Data availability: no data are available from Tanzania and Uganda
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38) Number of processing plants
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Figure 52: Cumulative number of fish factories over the years in Uganda (Source: Uganda
Nellional Synthesis Report on Fisheries Research and Management)
Althougll the number of factories has gone up in all three countries, they are not operating at
tlleir establishecl capacities indicating an overcapacity.
Indicator use: The establisllment of fisll processing factories is an indicator of investment in
tile fisheries sector and with that a measure of pressures on stocks.
Data availability: No data available for Tanzania and Kenya.
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1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 Target
200 200 200 245 306 306 306
~j30 55<1
51'l 572
Monitoring, Control and Surveillance, Co-management, Fish Quality Assurance, Fish
levy trust
39) Beacll Management Units (BMU's)










The concept of BMUs is an innovative attempt at ensuring community rmticipalion 11'1
fisheries Management. AltilOUgh the concept was initiated in 2000, tile e~tablishment oj
BMU's took time, At present, more than 75% of all landing beaches in Lal,p, Victoria have
functional BMUs, The concept of BMU is an indication 01 the ability of communities to
man\lge their own resources and accent to ownership, Tile development ot 131V1Uis also
expected to enable the communities to participate in tisheries statistical data ,:olieclion,
Indicator use: The development in number of functioning BMU's is an indicator ot the level
of community participation in the management of tile fishery, '
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Figure 53: Monitoring, Control and Surveillance (MCS) activities in Kenya (Source: Kenya
Nalional Synthesis Report on Fisheries Research and Management)
Table 8: Illogal fisl1ing gears recorded in Frame Survey in Lal<e Victoria (Tanzania side,
1\188 - 2004). (Source: Tanzania National Synthesis Report on Fisl1eries
I,(,search and Management)
Year Beael) Gil/nets <5" Mosquito nets /(atuli Mono-








1532 57376 0 5041
Enforcement statistics should show a declining trend to reflect compliance and effectiveness
of MCS. Tllis indicatOl' is useful when used together witl1 BMU should enhance the
compliance. Tl'8ncls in the MCS activities in all tile riparian states are similar in terms of
qU8ntilies of ifelTls seized and prosecutions.
Indicator use: Number of illegal fishing gear confiscated and number of fisl1ers
apprehended for using illegal fishing gears indicates bOtl1 the level of enforcement of
rneasures as well as the level of compliance. The indicator should be used in conjunction
with measures of exerted enforcement activities to assess level of compliance.
Data availability: We reter to the national synthesis reports for further elaboration on these
indicators. At present tile reporting of data and differences in approaches befween countries
do 110tallow ful'ther aggregation of information into a regional indication of enforcement
activities.
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41) Number of inspectors at fish landing sites
Total number of Inspectors time series
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Figure 54: Numbers of Inspectors from 1994 to 2005 (Uganda). (Source: U[Janda National
Synthesis Report on Fisheries Research and Management).
The number of inspectors at landing sites will improve fish quality and Illlbirc health. In
Uganda the number ot fish inspectors has increased from less than 5 in 199,j to over 55 in
2005.
Indicator use: Indication of tile level of input in ensuring fish quality.
Data availability: no data available from Tanzania and I<enya.
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42) Number of cerfified landing beaches
A landing site is a place along fhe lakeshore where boats ancllor or land to discllarge fish
catches. Tilere are fish landing beaches that are not recognized by the Government but
could be well known to tile communities for social activities. Gazetting of a beacil follows a
procedure wilere inspection for the minimum requirements of social amenities is carried out.
There are approximately 307 gazetted fish landing beaches in the Kenyan section of lal<e
Victoria. Tll05e that qualify to be gazetted are listed in the official government newsletter
"Tile f(enya Gazette" and become recognized places for landing and subject to all
requiremenfs as contained inlhe legal provisions. In Uganda. there were 554 landing sites in
2004 wilile in Tanzania. Ulere Were 575 landing sites. Tilose beaches t11~tdo not meet the
minimum requirements may remain social beaches but file government operations will not
recognize fhem and any infrastructure developments cannot take place.
Indicator lise: Uncontrolled establishment of landing sites is an indicator of abundance and
demand for fish and a measure of dispersion of the fisilery. Reduction in the number of
landing sites is a result of response to the establishment of Beach Management Units
(I3MUs) around the Lal<e.
Data availability: No data were available for Uganda, I(enya and Tanzania ..Data Sl10uld be
ilarmonised between countries to enable both aggregation over the region and comparison
by relevant spatial unit (village. district, country etc.)
7.9
Aquaculture indicators
43) Number of new technologies generated (feeding regimes, pond siting, nllrnber of culture




















Figure 55: Total number and average yields of fish ponds in tile Lake Victoria basin
Tanzania. Note the significant drop in number of ponds after eal"lier attempts at
establishing aquaculture activities (Source: Tanzania National Synthesis Report
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Figure 56: Developments in tile establishment of fisll ponds since 1997 in tile I_al(eVictoria



















































































Table 9: Number of new technologies generated in aquaculture in Uganda (Source:
Uganda National Synthesis Report on Fisheries Research and Management)
O"lp"llndlcator 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 .2004
Number of fish species 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 6
being cultured
I\vg. Number 01 Nile tilapia
lIy pl'Oduced and supplied
10farrners( '0005)
/\vg. Number of fingerlings
of catfish produced and






developed at Ille l=lesearch
Slation
hlurnber of fisl1 fanners
trained in aquacullwe skills
all<ajjansi
Number of service providers
trained in aquacullwe at
l(ajja"si
!-.lumber of ponds
establishecl in L. Victoria
basin (eSlimate)
Number of Active Fish
Farmers inlhe Lah:e Basin
, Average size of fish ponds
constructed in Ihe Basin




There has been a significant development of aquaculture in the Lalle Victoria basin during
Ihe life of LVE:MP. A number of new technologies Ilave been developed. number of fish
ponds has increased in tile riparian states, and number of fry and fingerlings distributed to
lanTiers has grown exponentially as shown in the tollowing tables 11. figure 45 and 46 for the
three cou ntries.
44) Number of small water bodies stocked
45) Number of lisll species added to domestic species
46) Number 01fry distributed per annum.
47) Fish yield per unit area and per annum
48) Totalnumber/area of ponds
Indicator use: Tile indicators as provided in table 9 for Uganda provide information on
"project progress .. and are important to assess internal project goals. However they provide
limited information on tile actual success of the activity in terms of adoption outside project
activities.
Data availabilily: Data from Tanzania and Kenya as provided in the national syntheses
reports did nol allow furtller regional aggregation.
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49) Number of farmers adopting new technologies
Indicator use: This is an important indicator for the measurement of success of aqu8cuillHe
develoOment efforts: it would provide information on the actual adoption ofT",w t"cl1l1010gies
oLitside project activities. In general it would be advisable when devising pruJects 10 select
indicators that can aid in such assessments. Another Indicator could be tile request for
information on new technologies received by aquaculture research and extension institutions.
Further thought on the development on indicators with which project activities could be
critically assessed is needed.




50) Publicalions (boolls. papers etc.)
5'1) Number of scientific journals subscribed to
52) Number and type of software for dala analysis
53) I~umber of digitised old and new literature data sets
54) Number of visitors visiting the institutes
55) Number of scientists with basic scientific database Imowledge
56) Number of datasets available in digitised format by type and category
57) Number of databases available
For a description. presentation and analysis of the indicators under this section we refer to
the national syntheses repOl1s and the tables below. The data presented do not allow for
further aggregation due 10 differences in presentation and meaning.
Table 10: Uganda
1981- 1986. 1991. 1996. 2001-
1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005
Capacity
Silting capacily (FIRRIJinja) 8 8 16 16 24 40
Silting capacily (FII1RII(ajansi) 6 6
No. Of book shelves (FIRRIJinja) 6 6 15 15 30 50
1\10.of book shelves (Kajansi) 5 5
Office space 2 2 7
Jinja ConI. lacilili~s(Silting capacity) 40 100
I(Cljansi Cant. facilities (Sitting 30 30
capacity)
Toilet facilities 2 2
, Personnel
System Adrn!nislmt!on 1
Training and outreach 1
InfOlmalion Illarmpellleni 2 3 2 2 2 4
Oalahase facilities
Computer 6 8 19 46
Heavy duly mulli.colour printers 2
lv1uHi.colour p!r)llel 1
Scanner 1 5
CO bumers 1 6
Photocopier 3 7
Dibllographies
-Annotated. 2 2 5
-Descriptive 2
Boolls 8 9 12 29 90 289
Ph.D. tlleses 3 3 3 4 6 26
MSc theses 1 3 3 3 17 24
Reprints 30 37 45 54 63 182
AlJstl acts digilized 49
Digiliz13d bool(s 4
Allllual reports digitized 4
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Table 11: Ken a
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005
Bibliographies
Bibliographies 4 8 14 20 26
Journals, Papers, Reprints Collection 133 194 302 546 834 1938 2082 2326 2492 3538 3684
Books Received 54 56 56 58 58 85 193 195 201 201 201
Digitized information 1695 1695 1695 1695 1695 1695 1695 1695 1695 1695 1695
Visitors to KMFRI Website 853 1347
Scientists (Basic Database) 29 31 31
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Library Management Information System Library Management Information Syst
Directory of scientists Directory of scientists
Ditto tape drive HP CD-writer Rndzip drive Sony CD-writer










In order to implement ecosystem approach to fisheries management, a proper acquisition, storage. retrieval and dissemination of research
information is vital to as aid in Informing the management ot Lake Victoria fisheries. Though the indicators mentioned are very impOl'tant to take
stook .of what is available. it is in tile end the quality of the data and data storage and retrieval that will enable establishing time series and
trends of relevant indicators.
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PROCESSES
This section ailns at trying an improved understanding of tile nature and force of the various
drivers tllat af(8ct the Lake Victoria ecosystem. As seen from the state indicators described
in the previous section, the lake has undergone drastic changes over the past 4-5 decades in
terms of productivity, species diversity, fisheries. and socio-economic development. The
qU8stion is wllat these changes mean in terms of necessary management. There is an
ongoing controversy on what the status of the present fishery, witll emphasis on the Nile
perch, actually is. Several autllors (e.g. Cowx 2005. Mkumbo et al. 2002. Katurole and
Wadanya 2005) have concluded that the fishery is close to, or Ilas already exceeded. tile
potential sust,.,inable productivity, and that there is an immediate need for concerted
management actions. Other stakeholders are of the opinion that the fishery is still healthy
and thriving, and call possibly be expanded. It is therefore of high priority to establish the
actual state and trends of the resources. and wllat factors are tile most important drivers for
future developlnent in fisllery stocks.
Major challfjet' ill the Lal<e Victoria ecosystem
1. Demographic changes
cyanobacterla blooms offshorf
..._-_.._- Nile poerch explosion
_____ lake !e~el rise noods riparian wetlJnds
railroad arrives In Kampala. Uganda
Agricuftural production
(% 011960 valua)
100 150 200 250
iii1996
1980
railroad arrives in I(isumu, Kenya
t-Foundlng of Kampala, Bugonda
II Arab trade with 8ugandi!
1860 L. - Discovery by European explorers~!B""d"'"dom
18200' --'10 - 20 30
Population (millions)
Figure 57: Development in total population and agricultural production around Lake
Victoria (Adapted from Verschuren et al. 2002)
.•
The Lal<e Victoria basin has undergone a rapid increase in population and agricultural
production in 1I1epast century. especially post Second World War. Today approximately 30
million people in five countries share the basin. This regional growth has ilad consequences
lor tile Lake Victoria catchment's area (Verschuren et al. 2002, LVEMP Water Quality repol"!
2005): increased population. increased deforestation and increased agricultural production




Eutrophication in Lake Victoria has contributed to loss of fish species due to rf',duced light
penetration (Seehausen et al. 1997,2003 - Indicator 4), causing loss of cillonwtic volulile
and reduced benthic algal deptll distribution altering food webs and cal.lsllig deep watdr
hypoxia (Indicator 5). Fitness of many species has likely been altered (Vurschl.lren el al.
2002; Tabte 13).
Nutrient loadings to the lake from the surrounding catchments area has risen I)y a factor of 2.
and the primary productivity in the lake has increased by a factor of 2 with 6,10 fold changes
in algal biomass in both near shore and offshore environments between 19G9 (chloropllyll:
1.3 - 4.9 mgl") and 1993 (chlorophyll: 17 - 21 mgl"). The increased eutropllication ha:;
resulted in a lake environment with favourable conditions for Water.hyacinlll (Eichhornw
crass/pes) along the shores, much reduced 0, concentrations in the deerer palis, and

































Total (#/km2Number of fishers
Table 13: Evidence supporting recent eutrophication of Lake Vicloria (iJch1pted fr(Jill
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Figure 58: Gross phytoplankton production (PPG; rigilt panel) is a [,roduct of the
phytoplankton biomass (cill; left panel), tile euphotic deptil (7dU; middle left
panel) and tile photosynthetic irradiance parameters (PBM aile! aB). Overall,
gross phytoplankton production has increased througil eutropilication (from
Silsbe et aI., 2005)
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Figure 59: Melack (1976), Oglesby (1977) and Downing et al. (1990) showed that there is
a relatively slrong relation between tishery yields and phytoplankton production.
TIIP graph indicates the state of different tropical lakes on the productivity.
pllytoplankton production axis.












Figure GO: TIHowretical relationship between primary production and nutrient concentration.
In general fish productivity per unit area will tend to be a domed-shaped function
of nutrient concentrations, with the descending part being a result of increased
elltropllication, whicll leads to bacterial decomposition and ensuing oxygen
deficiencies. (Ryder et aI., 1974). Tile question Is where on the curve is tile
cl.IITentstate of Lake Victoria.
G. Waterlevels. waterbalance and nutrient recycling
(Clmnges in) Li,lle waterlevels (indicator 2) appears to be Indicative for fluctuations in fish
productivity in 1I0adplains and lakes (Welcomme and Halls 2001; Jul Larsen et 211. 2003a,b;
I\alding and van Zwieten 2005). Welcomme (1970 and pers. corn.) reported that after the
sudden increas8 in lalle water levels of in Lake Victoria levels in the early 1960.Ies (Fig. 5)
fisheries production increased dramatically. The increased lalle levels must have contributed
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to a significant rise in nutrients botil from run-off and inundation. For exampl" i1 ureat los,.' 01
tile fringing papyrus (Cyperus papyrus) swamps was observed in lilis perioet due 10 raill 'ind
lake level rises wilicil disintegrated til em or wasiled tilem asllore (I<w1I1"llgani3 alld
Cilitamwebwa 1995). Hecky (pers. com.) proposed til at lile observed ilicreasfJs III
recruitment are caused by an increase in inflowing allociltonous silicates le",.IillO 10 a iliollHr
availability of dialoms, tile main food of larvae and juvenile fisil, leading to it Iliol'ler smviv'll
rate and witil tilat to increased recruitment. Similarly, cilanges in wind stress (illd",alor 3) '''KI
temperature (indicator 7) control tile stratification, miction, and upwelling I-,:llterns, wilicl,
again ilave profound elfect on nutrient recycling and periods of oxygen dellci')llcies in tI",
ilypolimnion. Tilese bottoms up elfects ilave strong influence on tile fisil productivity Elnd
biodiversity.
7. Fisiling Effort
A sevenfold increase in numbers of fisilermen and boats in Lake Victoria Sil":d tile 1970.i(,s
(Indicator 24) indicates tilat fisiling pressure ilas increased trel11elllll)I)';ly, RIII'lm,!
exponentially, Increased population sizes and in particular increased economic possibilities
(fisil trade: indicator 30; domestic demand: indicator 28, indicator 33; indicator 36) alter tile
Nile perch boom Rnd tile new marl<ets for food and fisilmeal from Rastrineobol.7 IDagaa) and
fisilmeal from Caridina from tile lake ilas lead to tilis fast increase in exerfed ,,ti~t.
8, Summary of major changes and important issues
In summary tile ecosystem of Lake Victoria is constantly cilanging, and sam" ,,( tile cl1an[J8s
SUCllas demograpilic growtil, nutrient influx (eutropilication), and fisiling eflot! are silowillCJ
ever accelerating trends. Wilile increased nutrients initially will tend to also increase tile
biological fisil production, tile relationsilip is dome silaped (Fig. 56) and fisll plnduction will
stagnate or decrease with hyper eutrophication, Likewise, increased fishiny ,;lIort will al,w
inifially increase fisil yields, but also this relationship is dome shaped and yields will stagnate
or decrease witil too high fishing effort.
Two important issues arise from these changes:
1. Tile Lake Victoria ecosystem is not in a biological steady state, and
2. How can one discriminate and attribute observed changes in the ti,;I'1c;toci<stn be
driven by eitiler tile environment and/or tile fishery when the trajectori"" are of tile
same silape?
The answer to tile latter question is of fundamental importance for tile fO';IIS, priority and
emphasis of fisileries as well as environmental management actions and pOlllls to an urgent
need for tile integration of tile environmental and tile fisilery related research <lneimonitoring.
Steady state? - Limitations of classical stock assessments
The first issue arising from the changes is tilat tile described non-existencu of a biological
steady state of Lake Victoria is of vital importance for fish stock assessment. Variou;;
altempts for evaluating the state of tile exploited stocks Ilave been done usinU Cl:lssical stocl<
assessment methods, SUCllas Yield per recruit, VPA, and Surplus prodUCtiUll models tl':1t
use time series under tile assumption of a biological steady state. Tile r"Sl.Ilts of these
assessments (e.g. Cowx et al., 2005) silow that:
• Standing stock of Nile percll has decreased and tilat 95% of tile biomass comprises
immature fish.
• Tilere is a large scale use of non-selective and environmentally damagin!j (iilegal) gears,
especially beacil seines (indicator 35; indicators of gear development not mentioned in
tile list).
• The total estimaled catcll of Nile percil ilas declined in recent years from IIle peaks in the
1990s.
• Yield is close to or ilas exceeded MSY





• Fislling mortality of Nile percil in Lake Vicforia is iligil (F = 1.42-1.64 yr-1) and file
exploitatioll rates (E = 0.78-0.85) are estimated to be approximately 40% above tile
.optimum.
• Predictive Illodelling (ECOSIM) of tile future of tile Nile percil fisileries under a scenario
of increased fisiling eff0l1 suggests fllat tile fisileries are unsustainable and will decline in
tile long lei m.
All tllis leads to lile conclusion tilat tile lake - in particular tile Nile percil fisllery - appears to
be overfished. Cowx et al.. 2005 assert that "unless concerted aclion is ta/,en. tile potential
for degradalion of tile resources is prevalenr.
However classiGal stock assessment based on steady state models has a poor history in
African Lal\es. Wllicll all seem to be mainly environmentally driven (Jul-Larsen et al,. 2003).
In tile manageillent of the African freshwater fislleries, the traditional focus has been on
fishing pressure witil only limited considerations for environmental causes of cilanges in
stocl,s. A long ilistory of regulations against the allegedly detrimental effects on stocl,s of
various fishing mefllods used exists. Alerts to the effects of tile ever-increasinglishing
pressure are 01 a more recent date, and attempts to set sustainable levels of effort ilave
been the goal of mucll research done. Although tile various attempts to regulate fisiling effort
have ollen proved to be fairly ineffective (Malasila, 2003) many African freshwater fisheries
continue to thrive.
The classical approacll to a rational exploitalion of fisll StOcilSinvolves tile control of fishing
mortality (effOiI and fislling metllods) in sucil a way that annual catches of specific stocks
can be contillued indefinitely according to pre-determined objectives related to tile
productivily at different stock levels. Tile catch-effort curve of sustainable yields (Schaefer
1954) exemplifies tilis approacll: at any level of fisiling effort up to the level wilere tile
'surplus yield' is maximised. a yield can be found that is tileoretically sustainable and stable.
Wilich level of fishing effort is cilosen depends on a number of strategic objectives (Salz
1986) sucil as securing a minimum biomass, maximise food production (MSY), maximise tile
resource rellt (rnaximum economic yield. MEY) or employment. Of these objectives. tile
concept of Maximum Sustainable Yield (MSY) at which effort levels should be set in order to
maximise food production has gained most prominence. Various models estimating MSY. or
maximum yield per recruit, ilave been used extensively in African fresh water fislleries, and
tim concept of MSY ilas lonned part of tile research goals in many fisheries development
projects as well (Kolding '1994).
It is important II) reiterate tile biological assumptions of tile surplus-production models most
often used ill lile African context. file Scilaefer model. because. of tile many policy
implicafions thai rose from them:
• Densily dependent logistic growth under environmentally stable conditions, Wllicil
means constant carrying capacity
• It is a 3ingle species model, wilh man the only predator
• In the traditional application (e.g. Cowx ef al... 2005) it supposes a continuous
steadY-3tate whicll means instantaneous equilibrium between catclles and surplus
regenelf1tion
Tllese biolo!=llccllassumptions Ilave been questioned for a long time in an extensive literature
(e.g. Larllin H) 77, Sissenwine 1978, I<olding 1994). For now we will just note tilat natural
\/al ial)ility in fish stock levels due to environmental changes or variation results in c11anging
vi1lues of tile IlIlderlying biological parameters of tile mOdel: IIle intrinsic growtil rate (r) and
the carrying c(lpacity (1<). This will ensue in considerable uncertainty around the estimated
sustainable yiold curve, as constant conditions are not present and surplus production is 110t
regulated by effort alone. However, in systems wifh a large environmental variability,
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attempts to relate trends in fish stock levels to fishing alone may be mar" difficult. Sucrl
trends will be hidden in environmental variation or, in statistical terms, 110ise or error,
resulting in what is often called 'process error' (Caddy and Mahon 1995) tI,at is variability
caused by the unknown states of nature. For the successful application of standard
models it is therefore important that environmental forcing is small and systematic
compared to the effects of fishing. Moreover, the multi-species and mulli gem situaliOils
encountered in most tropical small-scale fisl1eries, in particular in freshwallers. make tilt'
application of standard models even mOI"8problematic.
In addition, and very unfortunately, tile predicted MSY from these models, wl18n fitting with
only data points on the ascending side of the yield-effort curve, are always vt)ry close 10 ill,"
actual current mean catch and consequently the usual conclusions are tl1at 11"0 ellort level is,
at the time of the investigation, at its limit. Actually, Hilborn and Walters (1992) concluded that
it is simply not possible to find the top of a yield curve without going beyond tile top, 01 i,l
their wOl"ds:"You cannot determine the potential yietd from a fish stock withoul overexploiling
il" .
Still, the MSY concept remains deeply rooted in planners, administrators 3nd rese3rch
personnel, but so far it has mainly created misunderstandings or false expeclations. Attempts
to determine MSY in environments with a large, but to some extent predictal}le variability in
productivity levels have generally tailed (Jul-Larsen el al., 2003). In general tile yield (or Yield
Per Recruit), models have not been of much use in any of tile freshwater fisl,eries in Africa
(George Coulter, pers. com.).
Expectations arising from the major changes in the Lake Victoria ecosysttlll1
A series of logical inferences can be derived from the above described major changes in the
state of the Lake Victoria ecosystem, as well as from tile general ecological eXfJp.ctationsthat
is known from similar situations (Jul-Larsen et al., 2003, Kolding and van Zw;elen 2005). In
particular, there is a need for explaining why there is no apparent visible impact on Ihe
exploited stocks (Indicators 17, 18, 21) from the ever increasing fishing pressure on fhe
lake, and in contradiction with the results derived from classical stock assessment methods:
1. The introduction of the Nile Perch, logether with a general increase in eutluphication, 11as
lead to a loss of biodiversity (Haplochromines) and the whole lake chi'ln\)ed abruptly in
the early 1980s with a dramatic simplification of the ecosystem (IndicatOl' 16, Figs 21 and
22). Subsequently this has lead to a higher turnover from primary productivity into fisl,
flesl1 at the top-predator (Nile perch) level. This 11asdriven tile Nile Perch I)oom, i.e. the
greatly increased production of Ihis species.
2. Developments in the fishing industry and export markets have lead 10 i'ln increased
.attraction of labour and investments into the fisheries and therefore an illcreased effort
since the Nile perch boom.
3. The demographic cl1anges around tile lake (urbanization, industry, cteforestalion,
agricultural runoff) have resulted in a eutrophication of the lake environment. This
eutrophication represents an increase in productivity of the various tropllic levels in the
food web, cascading up and including Nile perch.
4. This increase in Nile perch biomass and production has, due to the incrt,,,,sC)(jblologi(;<11
productivity of the lake - up until present, been sufficient to absorb the concurrent
increase in fishing pressure. The individual return from the fishery (i.e. tilt) catcl1 riltes or
catch per unit of effort), averaged over the whole lake, tl1erefore remains overall stablf).
(This does not mean that there could be no local overfishing in heavily e.\IJloilt,d areaD of
the lakel). This also implies that, with no changes in catch metl10ds/efticitlrtcy, ovmall
fishing mortality has remained overall stable.
5. An important indicator of cl1anges/impact from the fishery on tI.,e exploited slocks, due 10
tile use of highly selective gear such as gillnets, is the decrease in avercl\Je lengtl1 in the
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catch. Increased effort generally results in decreases in average length of a species -e.g.
Nile percll in the fisllery. If this does not occur, tllis will be another sign that - at the level
of tile whclle lal~e - fishing pressure is (as yet) not sulficient to induce changes in overall
stock structure.
6. Fluctuations in standing stocks and hence overall catch rates are caused by fluctuations
in r-ecruil1118ntsuccess of the various stocks involved (Carldlna, Rastrineobola, Tilapias,
Nile per'ch). Increased run-off from the land, rivers during periods of high rainfall that
result in increased water levels causing a temporary increase in allochthonous nutrient
inputs result in increased larval and juvenile survival and 11enceimproved recruitment
success, Wllich will be visible in the catches of Nile perch and tilapia aller a time lag of 2-
4 years wilen the species recruits into the fishery. Climate change resulting in eitller
prolonged periods 01 drought or rainfall will affect tile fluctuations in standing stock and
cause shorl term trends in catcll success.
7. Increases fislling effort will continue until the increased fish productivity is fully absorbed
by the lisl18ry which will be (judged from comparison with other small scale African
fislleries, see Jul-Larsen et al. 2003, FAO 2004) when the average return to the individual
srnall-scale fishermen has reached around 3000 kg/year (Fig. 69). Increases in numbers
01fishermen will then occur if (1) the average income from the fishery is maintained due
to inCreilSfJ in prices, or (2) other targets are cllosen, The latter will be indicated by a
decrease in average trophic level of the whole fishery: that is fishermen will target more
and more the high productive species lower in the food web, like Rastrineobola or
Carie/Ina.
8. With incre<lsed eutropllication, the overall biological fish productivity will level off and
eventually decrease, as the relationsllip is dome sllaped (Fig. 60). The overall shape of
the relationship is also dependent on the individual species' capacity to endure
deteriorating water quality and cllanges in tile phytoplankton communrty. Species
susceptilJle 10 anoxic conditions, such as Nile perch (Fisll 1956) will be affected first,
while more Ilardy species such as Nile tilapia or Protopterus will initially flourish (e.g. Njiru
et al. 2002). Early warning signs of the effects on tish stocks and the fishery of
deteriorating waleI' quality will be first observed in the relatively closed bays and heavily
populated/urbanised bays as Mwanza gulf and Nyanza (Winam) gulf. Indications tor this
will be reduced catch rates starting with Nile perch, species changes, and movements of
fishermen out ot these regions into still productive offshore areas. Without good spatially
explicit manila ring systems these developments may therefore initially not be observed In
overall catches and catch rates of fishermen.
The evidence
i) Ad1. Introduction Nile perch: Indicator 15: Species composition: sudden switch from
ilaplochromis dominated to Nile perch dominated ecosystem. Evidence in steady state
Ecopatil mudels before and after tile Nile perch boom. Indicators 21 (experimental catcil
rates), 22 (fishery catch rates) and 23 (catch).
ii) Ad 2. Development in fislling industry: demographics (Fig. 57), and indicators 24 (effort),
28 (contribution of Nile perch to food supply), 30 (export volumes and values) 32 (total
earnings in the fishery), 33 (fish prices), 34 (per capita fish consumption, 35 (landing sites
and factories), 36 (feed production - Rastrineobo!a, Caridina),
iii) Ad 3. Eutrophication and fish productivity: table 13 (Verschuren et al. 2002) and figure 58
(Silsbe et al. 2005). Indicator 7 (nutrients). 9 (primary productivity), 12 (Ial<e flies
abundanccl.13 (caridina abundance), 14 (zooplankton abundance), 21 (experimental
catcill al.es), 22 (fisllery catch rates) and 23 (catch), Results from hydro acoustic surveys.
We refer 1.0the Water' Quality Synthesis Report for an extensive discussion.
iv) Ad 4, Fish biomass and fislling pressure (Nile perch!). Indicator 21 (experimental catch
rates), 22 (fishery catch rates) and 23 (catch).
Tile following figures (I=ig. 61 Fig. 66) show that there Ilas been no significant changes in
tile fishery catch rates of Nile perch over the past two decades:
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CPUE (ton/boat)
Figure 61: I<enya: no significant changes in catch rates in the fisilery on nile porch





Figure 62: Tanzania: no significant changes in catch rates in tile fisllery on Nile perch
between 1985 and 2003. Note that after around 2000 tllere has IJeen a general
underreporting of catches by species compared to estimated total catch, while
tile estimate of total catcll is based on frame surveys only (i.e. no catch













Figure 63: Uganda: no significant cllanges in catch rates in the fishery between 1985 and
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Figure 64: Wllole Lake Victoria: no significant changes in Nile perch catch rates in the
fisllelY between 1985 and 2000. Recent year's statistics are uncertain due to
collapse of the CEDRS system after 1999 .
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Figure 65: Trilwl surveys (Uganda) 1985.2005: no significant changes in Nile perch
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Figure 66: Trawl sUiveys (Tanzania) 1985.2005: no significant changes in Nile perch
biomass between 1997 and 2005. but with large inter.annual variation.
Given Ille subslontial increase in effort (Fig. 38), while bOtil tile experimental (trawl surveys)
and the fisl1ery dependent catch rates (CEDRS data) l1as not cl1anged significantly, tile only
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= CPUEfB = constant
= qCPUEy
= Yield/By y"
= 0.35 y" = constant
= ZBy = (Fy+M)By
reasonable explanation is' that the fish producfion' 11asincreased with th" phytoplanl<h,n
production as a result of increased eutrophication.
Estimates of total production and fishing mortality of Nile perch
An attempt has therefore been made at estimating the production and exploitation rCltes <)f
Nile perch from Uganda and Tanzania (I<enya is omitted due to lacl<of available trawl data
from tllis country). The estimation procedure, based on estimated q, and obsel vol1 CpUE
"
"",,
and Yield, are as follows:
The catch rate (C/~ or Catch per Unit of Effort (CpU£) is the catch per unit ut effort over a
time interval and defined as
Cq,UE=--=q.B
f
Thus the catclJability coefficient (q) is defined as the relationsllip betweell Ih" catch rat",
(CpU£) and the true population size (B). So fhe unit of catchability is fish ,:auglll per fish
available per effort unit and per time unit. Catchability is also called gear effiCiency (Hillbolll
and Walters 1992) or sometimes fishing power, and is strongly related to gear selecfivity
because it is species and size dependent.
An estimate of tile catcllabifity coefficient (q), can be obtained from tW<1independent
observations of CpUE and Biomass (B) (Table 14). As q can be assum"d constant for
experimental fishing, a series of annual biomass estimates can then be c'i1lculated frolll
CpUEand q.
Next, the fishing mortality (F) can be calculated as it is simply defined as th", fraction of Ille
average population tal<en by fishing in a year. In other words, F can be cOllsiderecJ as an
invariant measure of effort (Rothchild 1977). F is also called tile instantaneou,; rale of fisllina
mortality, i.e. the rate at which fish are dying due to fishing, and therefore eXflle~;sed per lime
unit, usually per year. F can be measured without reference to the nominal effort, tile
configuration of the fishing gear, or the manner in which the gear is employed (,Jul-I.arsen el




• q (Catchability coefficient)
• By (Biomass)
• Fy (Fishing mortality)
• M (Natural mortality)
• Py (Total production)
Table 14: Estimates of q based on Nile perch mean density figures (t11@2) in y.;ar 2000 from
Cowx et al. (2005), and mean experimental trawl catch rates for year :~()Ol)(Indicator














4 Biological production (P) is the total amount of tissue generated in a populaliun (or
community) in a particular space during a given period of time, regardless of its fate. It is of
central interest in the exploitation of renewable resources, since the yield (CaILll) is i\ fraction
F (Fishing mortality) of the mean biomass, and is a fraction (x) of biological production P.

































Figure 67: Uganda Nile perch: Total reported catch (green diamonds + black line),
estimaled total annual production (orange bars) and estimated annual fishing
mortality (blue circles + dotted line). The total production has increased
logistically (red line). Tllere is no significant change in fishing mortality (F) (Blue
tine). Mean F = 0.34 y-1 -. E =F/Z = 0.5. The total production seems to follow
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Figure 68: Tanzania Nile perch: Total reported catch (green diamonds + black line).
estimated total annual production (orange bars) and estimated annual fislling
Inortality (blue circles + dolled line). There is a significant decline (!) in fishing
mortality (F) and tile total production seems to follow a dome shaped pattern as
pi edicted. If reported catches would be correct then the descending trend aller
t996 is indicating that the dome has reached a maximum and is now declining
due to adverse environmental conditions (eutrophication). However, it is highly
Iiholy that catches of Nile perch from 1999 (as indicated in Fig. 36 and 37) have
been severely underreported. If that is the case then F would be higher, and the
regression probably non-significant. and descending limb less conspicuous, or
flal as in the Ugandan case. In that case. mean F = 0.32 y-1 -. E =F/Z =
0.5.The Ugandan picture (Fig 59 above). the decreasing Fs, and the stable
CpUE's (Fig 60) are indirect indications of the supposed underreporling in
T'lnzania,. However, 1I1atthe productivity has reaclled a maximum cannot be
excluded.
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v) Ad 5. Average lengtll (of Nile perch) in the catch. Indicator 18 (Slope ami inlercept of Ihe,
biomass size spectrum) and indicator 17 (mean size, maximum size, lengll1 frequency).
There are no significant changes in eitller the mean lengtlls or tile slopes of tI'le biomass-
size specfrum, which indicates that tllere is no visible impact on tile size structure of Ille
stock from the fishery.
vi) Ad 6. Causes of fluctuations in standing stock through bottom up recruilll\(mi effects C<\ll
be inferred from Indicator 4 (water level, water balance), indicators 3 (r,llllfall) cornlJined
witl1 21 (experimental catch rates), 22 (fishery catch rates) and 23 (catch). The evidence
of Ihe causes of the fluctuations in relative standing stocks as expressed by tile trawler
catch rates and In the fishery is yet circumstantial. The relation of calcll (rales) wi 111
productivity and effort is as follows: CpUE=f(lake levels, effort) and/or
CpUE=f(productivity, effort) and Catcll = f(lake ievels, effort). Tile approacll is stepwise
multiple regression with CpUE as dependent parameter and various indices for
productivity and effort as dependent parameters5 .


































Figure 69: Catch rates plotted versus effort density in 15 African lakes (dala from tire
period 1989-92). The trend line indicates an average yield of ahout 3 tons per
fisher per year irrespective of water body and country. Superimpnsed (in blue) is
the development in Lake Victoria between 1970 and 2004, which ,;110WS 110W
productivity has increased over time concurrently with the inclease in effort.
After an initial boom production in the late 1980's and early 1990s, the individual
catch' rates are now approaching the overall mean again. Adapled from Jul-
Larsen et al. 2003a.
s The analysis is still to be carried out on the longer time series of trawl survey" in Uganda amt
Tanzania that only have becomeavailable for analysisbeginningof December200". ilt this staoe no
actual data have been receivedOnthe indicator's2, 5, and 21: the fioures as presented in the repolt
are copiedfrom existing reports.
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Figure 70: The upper limit of gross phytoplankton production in Lake Victoria: Implications
for the lalle's fishery. Gross phytoplankton production can be modelled as a
lunction ot chlorophyll (using A, B and C). As shown in Figures D-F, gross
pllyloplanllton production increases with chloropllyll, but then levels olf wilen
cillorophyll exceeds - 25 mg.m-3. Model validation showing predicted gross
pl1ytoplanllton production (PPG) versus chl-a solid line) with A) calculated PPG
from M - Inner Murchison Bay. F - Fielding Bay, N- Napoleon Gulf and T-B
Bugaia Island. T-P Pilkington Bay, T-G Grant Bay and T-K Kavirondo Gulf
where T denotes source of data (Tailing 1965), B) spatial averages 01 calculated
PPG from A and C) spatial averages along with clata from Lake Malawi (closed
triangle 1992, open triangle 1993: Patterson et al, 2000), Lake Tanganyilla
(open circle; Hecky and Fee 1981) and Lake George (closed square: Ganf
t 974).(From Silsbe et aI" 2005).
o
, f
, - PPo" IO.Jg01,m'2.dlly'1 (C"I" 100 mg.m-3)
- PPG" \1.8g~m.2.day.l{ChI::2Dmg,m.31
,
o 3 6 g 12
Gros. PrIm,ry Produetloll 190rm-3.day"J
Figure 71: PPG is lower at site with high biomass (Clll = 100 mg m-3) than at a site with
low biomass (Chi = 20 mg m-3) because photosynthetic parameters are lower
and constrained due to a diminished euphotic zone (From Silsbe et al, 2005).
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Figures 70 and 71 from Silsbe et al. (2005) indicate that tile continuing nutrielll enrichment at
I_ake Victoria will not increase gross phytoplankton production as it is alreddy light limited
over most of the lake's surface area. Gross pllytoplankton production It,vp-Is off wllell
chlorophyll exceeds - 25 mg.m,3. Further nutrient inputs will most likely only C8lISe a 11igl181
propensity of algal blooms in response to shallow diurnal stratification, tilUS increasingly
deteriOl'ating the water quality with no added benefit to the lake's fishery. The estimated
trajectories of the total production of Nile perch from Uganda and Tanzania (Figs G7 and (8)
seem to follow the same dome shaped pattern as the gross primary productivity, and lIlat
Nile perch production Ilas now reached a maximum and will level off 01' cJp-creasewilh
increased eutrophication. Silsbe et al. (2005) concluded that reducing nutrient fluxes into lIle
lal,e will decrease phytoplankton biomass in inshore areas witllout necessilrily significantly
decreasing gross phytoplankton production.
Conclusions on processes
Tilere seems to be ample evidence that the biological fish productivity, rep'bs8nted by th8
top predator Nile perch, Ilas increased in lake Victoria since the faunal changDs in the early
1980s, concomitantly with the increased primary productivity. The increase in pl'Oductivity,
albeit fluctuating, has supported the simultaneous large increase in fislling effOl't, explaining
tile apparent resilience of the Nile perch, and the contradictions betwDen the observed
fishery indicators and tile results from stock assessment modelling. At pres",,! tllere are no
signs of overfishing on the Nile perch stock: in fact there appears to be even no significant
signs of fishing. The mean exploitation rates (E) of Nile perch are around 0.5 which in theory
.should be optimal for a top predator (Jul-larsen et al. 2003a). However, t1lfJ Increased fish
productivity as a function of increased nutrient levels in the lake is tlleolnlically a dome
shaped curve, and t1lere are signs that tile top of the dome may have been I,;aciled, at teast
for Nile perch. The estimated total production figures for Nile perch (Figs G7 and G8) are
levelling off and the overall catch rates plotted versus effort density (FiO G9) is again
approaching the average trend in 15 other African lakes. Silsbe et al. (2005) concluded that
"Although more research needs to be carried out to determine the ideal nutrient
concentrations in Lake Victoria to support a productive fishery while maintaining an
acceptable level of water quality, we conclude Ihat these ideal nutrient concentrations hEl\IfJ
been exceeded". Tile trajectories for the production estimates for Nile p",-cll appear to
support this conclusion. Furthel' nutrient enrichment will most likely seriously affect the
Nile perch fishery as well as fish biodiversity. While other - more hardy - species Iil,e Nile
tilapia, Dagaa, Clarias, and Protepterus are likely to continue to grow under increased
eutrophication, both the economic backbone (the Nile perch) and the ecological anrJ
aesthetical value of lake Victoria will suffer: the 'pea soup' environment in the closed bays
and gulfs are poignant examples of these changes (see e.g. front cove,- photograph of
Winam Gulf, i<isulllu, taken in September 2005).
So far the dynamics of the fish production in lake Victoria appears 10 be entirely
environmentally driven, as there are few or no signs of fishing impact 01, the observed
changes. However, if catch rates and particularly production estimate;, in the future
will begin to fall, while effort continues to grow, it will be a big open question whether
the decrease is due to environmental degradation or due to overfi$hing or bolh.
Unfortunately such a debate will only exacerbate the already ongoing Gontroversiec
on the status of the Lake Victoria fisheries. It is high time that the environmental and
fisheries research and management activities are integrated, and that fI holistic
ecosystem approach to fisheries (EAF) management is adopted. The present
disciplinary segregation and approach, as well as continued implementation of
traditional singte species management regulations, albeit disguised as co-
management, will not solve the present problems in Lake Victoria (Anon, 1989, Misund




more smaller Nile perch being caught is not because there are le~js large Nile
perch but because the fisllery target smaller Nile perch througll smaller mesh
sizes. From an evolutionary point of view this is a good development (Conover
and Munch 2002)
no change in growth parameters: but different ways of estimating lIlalles it difficult
to conclude on tllis
Fooe/webs
feeding habits of Nile perch/tilapia Ilas changed concomitant with 1,IuIlai and floral
changes
Traw/ catches
No change in experimental catch rates over the last decade for i)U1l'1Tal1zani~1
and Uganda trawl series
Overall catch rates in the fishery decreased from 7 IIg/fisher to :l kg/fisher since
1990. Average catch rates are now bacll in the range of any Africflll fisllery
Catch and Effort
Effort in terms of numbers of fishermen has increased from 35UOO to 165000
since 1970 and boats has increased from 9000 to 52000 since 1910
Catch has remained stable between 300 000 and 400 000 tOil
There is limited information yet on fishermen movements. It is expected that
fishermen will move aWflY from sllallow bays under increased eutropllication as
this will decrease fish productivity and hence catches
Socio economic indicators
contribution to GDP increased
contribution to food supply has declined form 80% to 20% since 1gilD
more investments in the fishery as indicated by the relative increase ill numlJer 01
boats (4 fishermen/boat - 3 fishermen/boat)
exports are increasing
CpUE is stable (for nile perch) or decreasing (overall) but the vallie/ton of fisll is
increasing (also in absolute terms)
more educated fishermen in the fishery: by now 40% are at secunclary level of
education
despite tllat price of fish has increased the fish per capita CO"'iLII11plionl1as
remained at the same level
regional variations in per capita fish consumption
fish landing sites: more landing sites, higher dispersion of tile fishery
not enougll data on fishmeal production (Rastrineobo/a). OI)servatiol1 tl1nt
medium sized fishmeal processing plants use up to 30 tons 'weell fisl1meal
production but only for a limited period of time over the year (on(, or two week,
per month when fishing talles place).
Enforcement, co-management
BMU's have been established almost to target
Compliance with fishery regulations is stilt very low
Fish quality inspectors have risen from around 5 to 55 (111 U!Janda) the
expectation is that this will be reflected in the quality of fish Iflndil1gs and the
general healtll situation of tile beaches. Fish inspectors were estalJlis!led after tiJ()
export ban to Europe and tile present increase in exports ma}' indicate 1110
effectiveness of the inspection activities with regard to fish quality.







Summary and conclusions on status and trends
56 indicalors ranging from the physical environment the primary, secondary, and tertiary
biological levels. the fishery, the economics, management, aquaculture to research activities
have been selr~cled and compiled over as long time frames as possible. Together they
represent allel illustrate the best available picture of the present status and the past trellds
8.nd Cll8.nges 01 tile Lal,e Victoria ecosystem and fisheries. Not all are complete, alld it is
hoped that gaps and missing information will be added ill the future. Some indicators are
coverillg the Ilislory of the lake over the past 4 decades, while otllers are relatively young
and oilly sllOw tile latest development
Below follows a brief summary of tile indicators, what they show, and their general
developm81lt over the past 4 decades:
PrimalY productivity:
I_ong term changes that affect the ecosystem, biodiversity alld fishery
• Nutrient input algal biomass and stratification
• Nutrient inputs doubled, algal biomass increased 6-8 times. stratification ~
increased anoxic area
Medium terrn fluctuatiolls that affect tI'le fishery (recruitment success)
• Waler level
o liel~.lioll 10wetlands
• Nutrient fluctuations from run-off and drivers
Overall waleI' level has decreased since 196'1 and average rainfall has decreased
since 1978.
SecondalY production
Shins in zooplankton composition over the long term (Wanink, 1998)
No change in Caridina
Changes in zooplani(ton may be due to changes in phytoplankton (from increased
eutmphication) and feeding habits of fish
Lilll(J can I)e said at present about expected correlations as only limited data are
aVclililble
Biodiversity. community and foodweb indicators
Changes in fish biodiversity is reflected in both sides of the lake (Tanzallia +
Ug8nda)
Abnlpt change in fish community structure 25-30 years after the introduction of
Nile perch. Tilis complete change in structure is such lIlat the pre and post Nile
perch 1)001Tl represent two "different lakes". The sudden community changes
occurred simultaneously with a period of decreased windspeeds and lowered
lemperatures creating longer than usual stratifications,
In Ille past decade an increase in hap loch romines, Oreochromis niloticus and
otl1er species is observed, It is at present not known what has triggered the
reappemance of l1aplochromines (fluctuations in relation to water levels? -
predator-pl"8Y relations?)
Life histOlY inriicators




Aquaculture revived, new technologies adopted. farmers participating in researcll
to mvive disappeared species of fish
No indications presented for adoption of tecl1nologies outside programs
questioning the long term sustainability of tl1is project activity
Intel'esting relations between fisheries and aquaculture (fingerlings, fish meal)
Database
Centres have been established but very few data are yet in an easily accessible
fmlTlelt.
The overall conclusion is that Lake Victoria is undergoing rapid and profound changes in
. nearly all indicalors from IJoth bollom up and top down. It will be a major challenge not least
to continue the monitoring of these changes, but far more so in trying to manage them.
Effective meln8gement requires consensus on the cause and effect of the observed changes
and politicai willingness to do sometl1ing about it. Our impression is tllat so far most of tile
various activities in terms of research and management on the lake have operated in
isola.t.ioll wi til only regard to their 'own' set of indicators. The fisheries management for
example seem to have been based purely on fisheries indicators (Witll effort as the main
driver), or preconceived Iruisms inherited from elsewl1ere, while little or no attention has been
paiel to the implications from the parallel work of the limnologists and ecologists on the lal,e.
As is shown in this synthesis the present status of the Lake Victoria exploited stocks appears
to <:1 velY large extent and maybe even almost exclusively bottom-up driven in which case tile
present fishel'ios management concentrating on limiting fishery activities has little or no
effect. The illllJlications of the increased eutrophication in terms of biodiversity and fishery
productivity have been largely ignored among the fishery researcl1ers - at least in terms of
Illanagement illiormation - while discussions instead have concentrated on various ad hoc
Ilypotheses on what the causes of observed changes are. Tl1ese discussions usually ended
with the rei\f.Jralod dogma that any observed change can and should be traced to the fishing
activities. It is a paradox that, wl1ile tile observed resilience of the stocks has caused
controversy ahout the actual status. the unified consensus on the management solutions
appears to be traditional gear and effort regulations. The main difference is that the largely
failed enforcement of fishing regulations will now be attempted througll BMU's and of
implementation of existing fishing regulations and measures tl1rough co-management.
Conclusions regarding processes
There are, 8t present, no significant visible effects of the fisl1ery on the main exploited stock.
Overall abunde,llce and demographic structure has remained relatively stable. Likewise the
fishing mortality has not changed significantly, despite an ever increasing fishing effort. which
indicates tllat biological production6 has increased concurrently with effort. There are strong
indications 1I1al II'le increased tertiary productivity results from increased primary productivify,
Wllich again is n lunction of the increased eutrophication.
Tl1cre me sign,; of 8 slow recovery of tile abundance of haplochromines. The abundance of
Flaslrineobola ,lIld Nile tilapia seems to be increasing as well, though very limited information
is available 01' til is due to tile breakdown of the catch and effort data recording system.
The present stalus of the Lake Victoria fisheries is that there are no signs of overfishing on
1I1e Illain comlnercial slocks, althougl1 locally this may be the case. Fisheries catcl1 rates
fluctuate lJut slill without 8 clear trend. although there may be signs of a decrease. This,
Il()Wever .. Illay also be due to poor (or lacking) monitoring of the catches through catch
G II is impOI.t8nt II) stress i,ere that biological production is a rate. i.e. is a function of time (expressed
e.g. as tons per yeal). This si'louid be clearly distinguished from biomass wl,ich is a state (expressecl
a,g. as t0I11185).
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assessment surveys, while effort has been intensely monitored by three consecutive
biannual Irame surveys.
Lake Victoria is not in a steady state, which explains why classical stock ass,"ssments have
failed, as the underlying assumptions have been violated.
The production-nutrient relationship is dome shaped (Ryder et al. 1974, fig. 60) whicl1
means that production eventually will taper off and subsequently decline, The important
question is then: where we are at present on this curve Witl1 respect to the fishery? Tlw
primary productivity seems now to have reached a maximum (Silsbe et al. 2005), and there
are indications that this is also reflected in the fish productivity, at least on Il1e top predator
level. The continuing nutrient enrichment of Lake Victoria will not illcmClse gross
phytoplankton production as it is already ligl1t limited over most of the lake's surface a""n.
According to Silsbe et al. (2005) further nutrient inputs will only cause a higl1H' propensity of
algal blooms in response to shallow diurnal stratification, thus fmther deteriorating waleI'
quality Conversely, reducing nutrient fluxes into the lake will decrease eutrophicalion in
inshore areas without necessarily significantly decreasing gross phytoplanl,lon produclion.
Further nutrient enricl1ment and ensuing deterioration of the water quality will Iherefore mosl
likely seriously affect tile fish biodiversity, and tile Nile perch fishery, whilp, other - mol'8
hardy - species like Nile tilapia, Dagaa, Clarias, and Protepterus me likely to continue to
grow under increased eutropl1ication.
No relntionship has been established between experimental catch rates and water levels - al
this stage with limied time series information. But there is visual indication thai the 1999 and
2004 increase in catch rates carne after a sudden increase in the water levels (Fig. Ci).
As eutrophication appears to be tile single most important driver of the productivity,
management priorities should focus on this issue in addition to the management of fislling
effort. Since eutrophication is the most important threat to the ecosystem, tile fishery could
intensify and diversify to lower frophic levels in order to remove as much mganic matter as
possible. The use of Rastrineobola and recently atso Caridina shows the beginnin~J of a
'fishing down" process. The lal<e therefore appears not only to be important as a direct way
of feeding the population with fish but also in an indirect way as source of fisl1 meal fOI'
aquaculture or animal husbandry for the production of cultured fish, poultry or callie.
Management needs to reset its priorities. Witl1 little or no influence on the stocks from the
fishery activities, the present emphasis on fisl1eries regulation can be questioned. The
potentially very strong impact of the increased eutrophication on the fishery, and the
emergent signs that a maximum in the gross primary production may have been
reached, would warrant a much higher management commitment on the
eutrophication issue from both environmental and fisheries management
pel'spectives.
As the development so far !las been mainly environmentally driven in terms of nutrient
drivers, and as changes in these drivers most likely will continue III Ihe fores88able future, it
7 Fishing down the food web sometimes has a negative connotation (e.g. Pauly et al. (998). On the
ecosystem level, however, such an exploitation pattern may be considered unselective acmss th,)
species diversity range and tllerefore ecosystem conserving (Jul-Larsen et al. 2(03). Many sl11all-
scale artisanal freshwater fisheries, particularly in freshwater envimnments, use a l11ultitude of li511ln9
techniques (some of which often are illegal such as small mesh sizes, barriers, weils, and seines) in
order to tal<e advantage of all productive parts 01 the system they exploit (Turner H196, Welcomm8
1999, Misund et al. 2002). As a result of tile mulli-gear, multi-mesh situation t!ley generate an overall
lislling pattern whic!l has a relatively uniform selectivity over a large'range of tile orgallisrns and sizes,
While such a fishing pattern generally is condemned and persecuted fo'r being '!larrll!ul', 'unselective'
or 'indiscriminate', the actual result on tile community could very well be a fishing pattern ciose to the
theoretical optimal (Caddy and Sharp 1986, Kolding and van Zwieten 20(5).
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is of ulmost importance that a continued comprehensive monitoring of the most important
indicators sllall continue. How many indicators to monilor, and what level of monitoring
frequency should be applied is basically a question of available economic and manpower
resources.
Conclusions 011 databases
One 01the ITlosl important issues to be addressed in tile LVEMP phase II is the availability,
accessibility and format of data and databases pertaining to experimental research as well as
monitoring surveys. The experience from this synthesising exercise is tl1a\:
1. A disproporlionate amount of time has been used by the consultants to simply get access
to dala (which in many cases failed(!I)) and reformat these into formats that made
comprehensive analysis and plotting of trends possible.
2. Historical data are not readily available and accessible as original observations. Most
data are slored in some non-indexable, inconsistent and inconvenient format, if indeed
tl1ey are kept at all. Often the primary data are allegedly lost and only available in
aggregated formats. If they are available in their original formats, tl1en the format
precludes quick accessibility: e.g. the historical trawl data of Tanzania consisted of a few
hundred lotlls (.wl<1) files, that needed to be turned into a flat file format before
comprehensive analysis could be done. In this case it took one week to achieve this
befol'e the analysis 01 these data could even start and figures as presented in tl1is report
could be produced.
3. Dala are stored 11apl1azardly- in various formals - in various places - and with various
levels of qUCllity- wilh various levels of meta-information (collated by whom, where, when
and how) and in ways tl1at often preclude proper statistical evaluation or even any
evaluation (It all where no meta-information is provided. Quite a number of excel files we
received from our Kenyan and Tanzanian colleagues could not be used without extensive
consultations with the researcher from whom the files originated. In many cases this was
not possible given tile time limits of tile synthesisin(j exercise.
4 Data often appear to be the personal properly of tile individual scientists, even wilen
collected under a concerted effort such as LVEMP or LVFRP/LVFO. For research data
this may sometimes be reasonable if the data are not yet published and are part of thesis
l"esearch However, in that case a time limit should be set (e.g. three years and if after
thaI, if they have nol been published, they should by then be "common" property or at
least 11andedover to the institution responsible for tl1eir storage). Mandated monitoring
information. however. such as trawl surveys, CAS and frame surveys, should be public
property, of course witl1 clear guidelines on who gets access on what and how. But when
to make these data accessible should be clear: immediately alter digitising. The process
to obtain 1I1einformation from trawl surveys for this report appeared to be long and
tedious precluding tllOrough analysis of the data. To this date trawl data that are known to
exist - e.g. from Kenya - have not been made available for analysis in this synthesis.
These data are tremendously important as the Winam gulf is expected to be one of the
first areas 'ill which the fisheries wilt be affected by increased eutrophication I The trawl
survey data from this area may selve as a warning sign for the remaining take.
!5. Data access seems to depend more on personai goodwill than part of a collaborative
institutional effort to analyse, understand and advise on the states and pressures of very
important economic activities in the region.
If these issue,' are not well addressed in future projects wilh a large research component as
lI1e 1_VEMP1 and 1_VFRP/LVFO - also in relation to earlier surveys ad data collections done -
then funding of in pal'licular fisheries experimental surveys and data collections are largely
wi1sled.
Conclusions regarding tile syntllesizing exercise:
Integrated assessment of tile Lake Victoria ecosystem is a great challenge and the
development 01 an ecosystem based approach (EAF) 10 management of a large and
cl18nging system lil<e Lal<e Victoria requires a basic comprel1ension of the main processes
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taking place in the Lake and its catcllment area. Tilere appears to have been a tendency to
isolate and compartmentalize the research into disciplines (or components), With very limited
cross disciplinary ftow of information, or acknowledgement of how tile r"";l.Ilts of olher
disciplines can help in a more comprehensive understanding. Descriptioll (8Ild isotated
analyses) alone Is not sufficient to allow comprehension, but will lead to "iniormatiorl
overload" barring the emergence of meaningful insigllts and strategies for mnllagement. tl IS
as if "one cannot see the forest because of all the trees". As illustrated in tile present
synthesis, a pragmatic and holistic understanding of the Lake Victoria ecosyst\3rllS is needed
to give guidance to the choice of a comprehensive set of indicators and the (jevelopment of
monitoring systems til at will aid in ecosystem based management. In this I"pori we IlaV,j
presented a basic analytical framework and a basic analysis of the main processes laldng
place in the lake environment. This has resulted in a hierarchy of indicators III indicator sets.
Only when seen in combination it was possible to derive an understanding 01 the processes
taking place in the Lake Victoria environment affecting fish stocks and the fishery, and also
an explanation for why classical stoel, assessment (building on steady statu ilssumptlonS)
Ilas largely failed.
1. This report is a first effort to synthesize states and trends based on a cOIl''1xehensive set
of indicators selected during a series of workshops with researcllers involved on a range
of scientific and managerial speciillists.
2. A comprehensive analysis at this stage has been limited due to the va;,1 differences in
presentation and availability of data between countries, and the limited irlsiallt from tI,,)
various components on how their activities contributes to tile larger picture. A fl.lrlller
comprehensive analysis is still required.
3. The set of indicators presented here needs to be reviewed in depth I" a consultali<.lI1
between scientists, managers and other stakeholders. Key indicators should be selected
for continuing monitoring above and independent of individual research projects. This will
result in a more thoroughly guided approach to data collection and informiltioll
processing than is currently possible.
4. A regional annual or biannual report, alias "The state of Lake VictoriA 20;;x", based all :.l
selected set of indicators will be a powertul tool in guiding co-operation belwee'l
scientists and managers of the different countries involved, and i1 powerful aid in fislleries
and environmental decision making.
Besides good catch statistics, which have deteriorated since the late I !190s, there is
adequate biological information for tisheries resource management and cOllservation. More
emphasis should be put on synthesizing this information and making II available to
milnagement. Large amounts of research data and information have been collected from
different sources but are rarely integrated. Analytical output is only to a limited degree
translated into proposed management actions. Lack of prioritization in researcll Ilas lead to iJ
large output of activities and papers that in some cases duplicates a,ready known work,while
not leading to overall strategic conclusions about where the focus should be in the future in
regard to research, monitoring, investments and preventive measures.
The shift in management to embrace co-management has caused slakeholders in the fishery
to have a sense of ownerslllp of the resource and therefore can aim at responsible fishing.
For Ihis arrangement to work there is therefore a need for a high level of intonllntion sharing.
There is a need to disseminate accurate, timely and readily underslood inlurmntion on tile
status and trends of the fislleries to better inform stakellolders. Only if the importa"t
stakeholders in tile fishery understand and accept the information pres'onted through




1. An inventory of hey indicators should be established and maintained while new ones
should be added as appropriate.
2. An invontory of key parameters for each indicator Sllould be established and
maintained while new ones should be added as appropriate.
:3. Methods of data collection, analysis and synthesis should be standardized both
nationally and regionally e.g. trawl stations and sampling stations for water quality
monitoring.
4. Rehabilitation of the catch and effort data recording system (CAS or CEDRS). Frame
surveys give a good understanding of the fishing pattern and'intensity, but witllout
good contemporary data on tile catches only one side of the equation is provided.
Processes




Furtilcr studies are required on lower trophic levels especially the contribution of IJlue
green "Igae, zooplankton, macro invertebrates to \he biological productivity of the
lake.
2. Tilere is need to develop methods to segregate the impact of eutrophication vs. the
impact 01 fislling as they tileoretically have tile same trajectory. Without a clear
picture rA causes and effects the ongoing controversy will only exacerbate.
I=ishstocks
1. nler'e is need for research and monitoring on tile development of sources of fishmeal
like Raslrineobola. Caridina and lal\e flies.
2. Develol)lllent of offshore exploitation of dagaa is desirable in view of very little effort
in the deep open waters of Lal,e Victoria.
3. Continued monitoring of fish stocks and the fishery is needed: continuous monitoring
of total catch and CPUE is still necessary as indicators of the status of the fishery of
the lake. Time series of fishery independent and fishery dependent catch and effort
data 8r'e the backbone of any management information system and monitoring
systems tllat provide tllis information should get the utmost attention and priority.
4. A precautionary approach in managing the fishery is needed based on a thorough
analyc;is 01existing data and continued monitoring.
Fisheries management
1. There is need to reassess and test the gazetted management regulations, particularly
on gems and size selectivity, as there is growing evidence that many regulations me
not ecologically or evolutionary optimal.
Socio.economics
1. Monitollng of effort dynamics and movement patterns of fisllennen in and out of the
fishery. as well as within the lake and research on tile reasons for migratory
IJehavrour is needed in particular to establish a relation of this bellaviour to the fisllery
productivity.
2. The fish levy trust fund Sllould be operationalised to ensure a sustainable source of
funding for research and management of Lake Vicforia fisheries.
3. "Research Bays" could be established in which no fishing takes place to study and
deterlliine the effect of eutropllication on fish breeding and production.
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Database
1. We suggest that a very strong component in a follow-up phase of tile LVEMP will be
to facilitate 'and create a common database and database managem,ent system, os
well as a regional protocol for scientists to 11andleand store data in ways Ihat malw
them accessible and understandable for future generations!
2. Furtherdevelopment of a regional database is necessary at the LVFO IleRdquartms.
3. Better integration of various subcomponent activities during the implc'lnentalioll of "
possible Phase II of LVEMP should be reached already when forl1lulaling the
program (e.g. the water quality, primary productivity, and fisheries). A syn1l1esizlf10
effort such as is attempted in the current'report should be the centm! goal of such a
program and not a retrospective activity. The production of a regubrly appearing
state of the lal(e report based on a limited set of clear multidisciplinRry indicators
could assist in reacl1ing such a goal.
4. Research based data should be deposited as a rule at the information al1eldatabase
centres that have been established in the riparian states. An exception is wilen data
are intended for specific researcll undertakings like MSc and Pl1Dthesis work. These,
however, should also be turned in after 1I1reeyears from the time of submission.
5. All researchers should be legally bound to surrender all data genel3ted under allY
project or programme to their employers and clients.
6. Concerted efforts should be made to retrieve, digitize and archive in fI format that is
compatible with other datasets nationally and regionally.
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Appendix 1: Terms of Reference
1. Concems for fhe Consultancies
The LVEMP WClS expected "to rectify the serious lac/( oi I(nowledge about the entire aquatic
population of the lalle, focusing especially on.non-commercial fish of great biological interest,
their species composition, population structure, lood and feeding !Jabits, tropic relationships,
reproduction and breeding habits, recruitment patterns, growth, oxygen tolerance, mortality
and migration as well as the other organisms which play /(ey roles in sustaining the La/(e
Victoria ecosystem. including specifically other aquatic vertebrates, macro-invertebrates.
lTIicro-invertebJates, p!Jytoplan/(ton, macrophytes and bacteria". It was expected thaf the
outcomes of 1118LVEMP activities would "be species distribution and habitat maps,
information on the genetic ma/(e-up and diversity of different populations, understanding of
the causes of rlecline of fish species, understanding of the impact of environmental changes
011 the lJiology. behaviour and survival of declining species, guidelines for species
conservation and restoralion, an updated bibliography of La/(e Victoria and its fisheries
Substantial proo,'ess on data acquisition has since been made through the LVEMP and from
other sources but 1I1ereis need to analyse them, in a quantitative manner using appropriate
methods, and to summarize 11113information gained and place it in the context of information
existing before the LVEMP and also the information that may have been generated. by ot~ler
entities,
To address 1I1isconcem, there is need to consolidate, analyse and synthesize the data and
I(nowledge genrJl'ated by the LVEMP and from other sources in order to get a complete
picture of past trends and the current status of the fisl1eries and biodiversity of Lake Victoria
and its catchlllfJnts in line will1 the expectalion 01 the LVEMP. The consultancy shall,
Iherefore, use Ihe available data, information and IUlowledge to arrive at the expected
outcomes of the Fisheries Research and Management Components of the LVEMP.
2. Mell10dology
Tile task will IJ'O carried out in Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania as well as regionally. Tl1is
would include data consolidation, analysis, syntl1esis and interpretation, and sllall be
conducted unci8r 1I1eguidance of three local consultants and one international consultant.
This will be dOlle through working sessions and workshops boll1 nationally and regionally.
Data will bo r(Jviewed, trends established and results correlated. Information will be
disseminated 1l1rougl1the regional workshop before the final draft report will be formally
pi !blislled.
3. Duration of tile Work
Seven monll18 beginning as soon as possible and no later than 15" March 2005. The
synthesized Hegional Lake Victoria Fisheries Research and Management Report must be
reaely by end 01November 2005,
4. Scope of Work
This will involve the consolidation, analysis, synthesis and the development of trends: tile
interpretatioll 01 elata, spatial and temporal variability, inter-species relationships, bel1aviour
01 species 8S well as impact of environmental changes on biodiversity and the causes of
species decline. The international consultant shall, therefore, provide:
• GuieJancGon data consolidation and formatting;
• Insure IIlat relevant data from international sources are available and used where
relevant to amplify or validate LVEMP generated data;
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• Guidance on data analysis and interpretation tilat is consistent betwecJrl and among
tile tilree riparian states and Wllicil meets tile requirements of til[" 1_VF,MI" wilile
adllering to international standards of scientific data analysis and interpretation;
• Tecilnique for tile ilarmonization of outputs among tile tilree riparian f;l~it()S;
• Write-up/Guidance on tile use of tecilniques to refine tile under,;taneling of I)io.
energetic relationsilips between different components of tile fooel web tilat otten
raises concerns about modifying any element of tile food web, e.g. al,Jal pmduGlivity.
tile tropilic interactions of even tile major fisil species and tile effici,mcy of tropl lie
transfers tilat are still poorly known since tilis knowledge is important in discussing
the potential for recovery of many of the threatened species;
• Write-up/GuidanCe for additional studies on the genetic diversity ancl population
structure of most organisms in the lake basin and the dependence of tile currently
acceptable contaminant levels for pesticides and mercury on food web struclure,
system'productivity and environmental conditions.
This will involve access to and use of the data produced througll the activities of tile
Fisheries Research and Management Components of the LVEMP wilicil include:
• All fisileries frame survey data;
• Laboratory analyses;
• Fisheries research and management databases;
• Socio-economic information and database;
• Relevant databases from otiler Components of the LVEMP;
• Literature sources from libraries;
• Reports from tile Secretariats of the LVEMP;
• Reports, database and information from the Lake Victoria Fisheries Ol!)anization;
• Data alid information from tile Secretariat of tile East African Communily;
• Data and information from other entities operating on Lake Victoria.
The work will therefore ilelp to address specific concerns under tile various sub topics witllin
the Fisileries Research and Fisheries Management Components of the LVEMI".
In addition to tile tasks above, it is expected fhat tile consultant will:
• Identify data gaps and recommend additional equipment where necesI,ary to be used
for sampling after tile harmonization of the use;
• Provide reports to tile Regional Secretariat witll copies to tile National Secretariats of
the LVEMP in Kenya and Uganda as required in tile reporting obligations. Tilo
reports will also be sent to tile World Sanll Task Team Leader to inlurm ilim/her on
the progress of tile development of tile regionally integrated study plan lor phase two;
• Carry out on-tile-job training by collaborating witil counterpart pruject personnol
responsible for fisileries research and fisheries management in data analysis and
syntilesis of reports; and
• Disseminate results, priorities and recommendations in a two-clay re(jional worksilop
followed by a two days of national workshops in eacil country.
5. Expected Outputs
a) A draft regional Lake Victoria Fisheries Researcll and Manauelllent St8tus
Report;
b) Final Lake Victoria Fisheries Research and Management Status Fleport after
regional/national workshops on tile Draft Report;
c) A draft of succinct summary manuscript for publication in a suilable revi(J\'If"d
international scientific journal to be co-authored by component and sub-
component leaders, national consultants and international cOllsultanl on tl1e
current status and long term trends in tile fisheries of Lake Victoria.
Completion and publication of this manuscript will be extern81 to the terms ot
the consultancy because timing is controlled by journal editorial pmcesses but
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will provide a quality assurance and endorsement to the results of the
r=islleries Research and Fislleries Management Components of the LVEMP.
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Appendix 2: Process of tile consultancy and issues arising from tile Terms Of
Reference
Steps and structureof tl1eprocess (pyramid)
Following the inception workshops the lIlree national working groups, touel11'" willI Ille
national consultants wrote the National Synthesis report. Drafts of the Ugandan report w"re
available hatfway August 2005 and commented upon by the consultant belore 1I'lesecond
workshop. The Tanzanian report was received by the end of August 200,,; and in pari
commented before tile second workshop. Five further cllapters were commented upon in tile
first week of October 2005. The Kenyan draft report was received at tile secolld workshop in
September and commented upon by the end of October 2005
Because of the wide range of topics to be covered the national reports are a multi-aull1ored
endeavour, with as many speciatists in the various fields brought in as was de'emecl
necessary. We refer to the national reports for a full list of authors. During th", drafting of tillo
national reports the international consultants were available bye-mail to assist in datn
analysis and reporting where needed. This possibitity, however, has not been used. The
national reports formed the basis of the regional synthesis: the outline of Wllich was
discussed and consolidated during the regional workshop. The internaticlilal consultants
compiled a draft of the synthesis report that was presented to the LVEMP slecretariat before
the end of October 2005. During the lirst week of December the report was consolidated in a
working session of the authors in Dar Es Salaam, and subsequently finalised nnd submitted
to the LVEMP secretariat by Ihe international consultants. The report inctude" an outline 01 n
scientific publication to be published in an international refereed journal.
Rolesof national/internationalconsultantsaccordingto tl1eToR
The national consultant will:
1. Work willl the two PCCs (Fisheries Research & Management) to prepare for the Working
Sessions and Workshops
2. Wori< willl the PCCs to produce national data summaries and reports (i.e. reports of
working sessions and worksllopS)
3. Participate in the national and regional workshops
4. Assist the International Consultant in the drafting of the Regional Synthesi:; Repmt
5. Provide technical guidance to ensure production of quality reports
The international consultants will:
1. Guide data consolidation and formatting. This involves:
a. Give guidance to ensure that various relevant data (electronic and !lard copies)
are analysed and utilised in scientifically acceptable ways to describe trends
b. Guiding the writing process in an agreed format
c. Outlining steps involved in consolidation and formatting dilta, putting i'lto
consideration temporal and spatial dimensions. The spatial dime",;ion is referred
to as "geo-referenced" data; this enables condensing tile datu ii, relatioll to
geographical zones.
d. Guidance in sourcing of historical data/information to supplementlhe current (lata
in order to give realtime series trends
2. Ensure tilat relevant data from international sources are available clllt! used W!lel-e
relevant to amplify or validate LVEMP generated data
3. Guide data analysis and interpretation that is consistent between and <"nong the three
riparian states and which meets the requirements of the LVEMP while adilering to
international standards of scientific datil analysis and interpretation
4. Spearhead a format for tile harmonization of outputs among the three riparian slates
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Issue arising from the ToR
Foodwebs
Tile item in Ihe ToR about addressing and analyzing foodwebs ilas been discussed. Tile
International CClnsultants ilave indicated tilat they could not understand tile substance and
g8neral idea l!ehind this section in tile ToR. Given tile general scarcity of relevant data,
scattered in literature and - often unconsolidated - databases an analysis of bio-energetic
relationsilips would take up much more time til an was available. Witil regard to guidance to
"tecilniques to refine bioenergetic relationsilips" it was argued tilat well-establisiled
approaches as Ecopalll, Ecosim and Ecospace are readily available tilrougil the internet
accompanied witil clear guidelines as to tileir use. Tile international consultants were not
enligiltened by the workshop participants nor by tile other signalories of tile consultancy on
the approacil to be tal,en Ilere. However, tile International Consultants ilave interpreted tllis
item in tile liglll of tile general lay-out of the report wilicil is to establisil trends. To do so tiley
ilave proposed to address til is issue as indicated in tile Appendix 3.
Genetics
From tile onset in tile correspondence and discussions between tile international consultants,
and tile LVEMI" secretariat about tile intended results of tile consultancy, tiley ilave made
reservations about tilis item of tile ToR to tile RES. BOtil consultants ilave limited experience
in tile field: furthermore it is not possible to express tilis activity in terms of trends and states.
Tilis was indicated to be understood by tile RES. Furtilermore, no indicators related to
genelics ilave been identified during tile initial worl,silops in tile tllree countries. Tile
international Cr)!lsultants ilave encouraged tile national components to discuss and include
til is issue in tileir national reports, However, no information appeared to be available: tile
issue was not discussed in tile national reports and no recommendations were made. Tilis
rogional syntllGsis report tilerefore does not contain guidance on tile matter of "additional
studies on tilo genetic diversity and population structure of most organisms in tile lake
basin". The second part 01 tilis item in tile ToR referring to "acceptable contaminant levels for
pesticides al1cl mercury for tile food web structure, system productivity and environmental
conditions of the lake" is covered by tile Water Quality syntilesis report. No additional
infmmation was produced in tile national repolis.
Data consolidation, formatting and database management
Data availability Gndaccessibility to the internationalconsultants
According to til'} LVEMP objectives, data compiled at a regional level are to be considered a
dGliverClbleof tho project. Thougil national fisileries databases were said to be available, tilis
appeared to be iligilly limited in practice. Most of the data collected in Lal,e Victoria remain
on individual C0l11puters.and are often considered as personal dalabases. Although tile ToR
indicates use ,lIld access to any data set necessary for tile syntilesis, tile international
consultants acknowledged tilat use of unpublished researcil based data may be a sensitive
issue in SOITlecases for individuals, as well as time-consuming if analyses should be carried
out by tile consultants. We ilave tilerefore agreed tilat national and international consultants
may require dala sets for further exploration and reviewing of analysis to establisll trends
aggregated over tile lake, as well as conduct multiple regressions and correlations between
different time sories from different sources. Requests for data and assistance in analysis
have been cOlllmunicated at all times to tile national consultants and the component co-
ordinators.
1"01' anaiysi" and integration at the regional level, tile aggregated results - i.e. tile indicator
over time. as presented by means, with standard deviation and/or standard errors included
as well as sall1ple size - were to be made available by tile national consultants both in
graphical 10nTIaiand as raw data in a spreadsheet. It was agreed at tile regional workshop in
September to provide tile international consultants witil tile data related to tile indicators as
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selected during the workshop and presented in the National Reports in order to perform the
necessary comparisons and aggregations as well as present the information of the three
countries in a consolidated manner. During the regional workshop In '-;eptember the
international consultants received some aggregated data, mostly umefef8nced, in
spreadsheets from the national consultants of I(enya and Tanzania. Bul lire f\iational
Consultants of all three countries, througl1 whom all request for data were mf\r.le, appeared 10
have (great) difficulties to get access to the data that would form the basis lur the regionf\1
synthesis. With the exception of most of the available trawl data from Uganda ,md Tanzania,
the raw data related to the indicators in the regional synthesis report were nol received by
tile international consultants. The National Consultant indicated that tll[o inlernational
consultants should use the data as presented in word processed format. Wherever no clFlln
are available in a database format (excel, flat data files, tables etc.) time series will be
presented here as they are in the national reports without further aggregation ill Ihe regional
level. Also the statistical trend analysis of the indicators will be limited to wl,ere data have
been made available to them. In all other cases an interpretation of the reporting in IIw
national reports will be made and checked against available literature.
Other issues arising
Adclitionalindicators
During the inception workshops the initial list of indicators was slightly modilled within eacl1
country. Each country was therefore recommended to study the lay-outs of the other
countries In order to harmonise the output as much as possible. In particulm the following
indicators should be considered:
• Caridina by-catch in Dagaa fishing used for fishmeal reduction.
• Events of fish kills (time, location, degree) should be considered.
•. A time series of previous MSY estimates (by species, referenced)
• A description of the changed roles in the decision making process of flshms, researchers,
managers and the private sector in fisheries management over time
Diverqencein totat catch estilllates in Kenya
Althougl1 harmonisation of different estimates of catch' statistics is envisaged, it will at
present be necessary to outline the llletl10ds of data collection anet raising factors used in the
estimates of total catch by the Fisl1eries Department and the KMFRI, in order 10evaluate the





Appendix 3: Formats for data reporting
Formats for reporting quantitative data:
'1. II repeated sampling has taken place and means and measures of variability
can be calculated, the annual (monthly) data points in the time series should
contain the following information:
i. N = number of observations
ii. Mean
iii. + 2' SE
- (SE = Standard Error = (Standard Deviation)/.J(Number of
Observations -1)) With N30 2'SE approximates tile 95%
conlidence limits: with that significant differences can be read
directly from the grapll
2. If only mean values are available they should be reported as a data point in
fhe graph without variation
3. II only ranges of values are reported or known tllan this can be indicated by a
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Figure 72: Hypothetical time-series of an indicator (annual catch rate) with 4 data sources
referenced in tile legend below the graph. a: 'fuzzy" data, a known range has
b("8n reported b. Two reports on mean values per year; c: calculated mean + 2"
standard error, with number of observations.
All sources 01 tile data points should be reported in the text below the graph. If a grapll
contains multiple sources than each series of datapoints should be given a different symbol
(open closed points, stars. triangles, squares etc.) with a legend indicating the data sources.
Figure 1 gives 811 example of the use of different types of data in one graph.
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Formats for reporting qualitative or semi-quantitative data:
Qualitative information can be tabulated wilere tile first column inclicates tile year (or a ranfje
of years), tile second column contains the clescription of tile indicator alld the lilird fhe
authority. E.g.:
LVEMP revived the indicator and did extensive research, LVEMP,2005
resulting in a renewed interest in tile sounds the indicator
makes. Noise possibly between 50 and 60.
Ratatafatata, sometiling made a lot of noise, between 200 Aulilur,1980
and 500
Agreement on the noise, but it is subsiding. Reports that it is AUti101',1978













,The importance of the indicator was recognised as some
strange noise was heard,
Yes, no, yes, much confusion on what indicator means
Auf I'hlrity/reference
Aufhor 1956
Pel's. comm. Mrs. X
Format for reporting foodwebs
Foodwebs are to be presented as follows (ref Ecopatil):















1. Species can also be species group
2. Time series are presented as consecutive tables.
Estimates of ecotrophic efficiencies (EE) and growth conversion ratios (GE ur P/Q) call
also be given tabulated with dated references.
Based on 'the tables, time-series of foodwebs can be represented by species as a
composite percentage graph (See e.g. Jul-Larsen et al. 2003426/2, I<ariba case). No new
models are envisaged.
Format for reporting role changes in fisheries management
Wilh the commencement of more collaborative forms of management, the diff,)rent actors will
get different responsibilities in tile decision making process, from setti,lg objectives,
collecting information, formulation and implementation of measures and evaluation of
measures ad objectives against indicators. During tile meeting in Tanzania it was suggested
to report on tile cilanges in roles 01 fisilers, researchers, managers and private sector lilat



















































Legend: F = Fishers M = Department of Fisheries (Fisheries Management) R = Fisheries




Appendix 4: Frameworks of selection of indicators
Selecting indicators bears a number of risks. Choosing too few indicators Illf1Y 110fsupport
decisions well due to tile complexity of ecosystems and issues. Too many i,)dicators will Ix)
costly and will be confusing as understanding the relative importance of Ihe variow;
indicators will be an issue. An organisational setting can handle only a cerlai,) amount of
complexity: too many indicators may mean that management cannot be guided by tllelTI due
to conflicting directions if the indicators are not well understood by tllose making use 01 tI'18
tooll\lt and lead to information overload. Furtl1errnore selective use of indicators by ditrer81lt
stakeholders could lead to breakdown of communication. Selection criteria for illdicators also
require that sialldards .Ii'r em/lim/oil must be set betore addressing specific ca,:es, in order 10
avoid circularity in arguing for specific indicators. There is also no guarante(j tll:lt tile same
indicators are informative in all situations, meaning that an assessment of tf1e ioformation
value of a particular indicator Sllould be made in each situation: local infol'lliation value is
therefore a criterion in itself to assess the utility of an indicator.
Selection criteria for indicators should include considerations of meaning, cost, availability 01
data aod responsiveness. Meaning refers both to a well-established theoreticdl IXlsis and II""
acceptance of the indicator in the scieotific community, to (shared) understanding by users of
the indicator and to a legal basis for action (reference points: can they be given?). Meaning
also refers to the recognition by users of tile different values that will be giver, ((; an indicalor
and with that to the interpretation of an indicator. This is important as indicawrs silould to1'1II
a basis for action, and agreement Sllould be reached on the interpretalion of indicato, s.
Costs refer to both affordability and effectiveness: tile actual costs of obtaillillg data, tile
broadness of application of an indicator and tile statistical properties of file indicator. The
tilird criterion, availability 01 historical data, refers to existing experience witil a particular
indicator: time series with a higl1 contrast, for wilich data have been collected and sampled in
consistent ways, over many areas with good archiving and availability, are indispensable.
Responsiveness in tile first place refers to the lag time between managemel1t action 8ncl
response of an indicator, in otller words the timescale of the feedback of an indicator.
Secondly it also means that indicators of state should be sensitive" and ';pecific 10 the
pressures of interest, such as fishing. For instance, it is important tilat envirOIllri811taiforcinG
is sm'itll and systematic compared to the effects of fishing, but similarly responsiveness to
otller (unknown factors) also determines how responsive an indicator is. Much will depend
ilere on the variance and bias of an indicator, and with that on file cOl1sistency Rnel
standardisafion of data collections (Rice and Rochef, 2004). Further cril<~lia 10 evaluRte
indicafors include aspects of sllared understanding, social acceptability aliel legitimacy Df
indicators (Degnbol and Jarre, 2004). Tllese autilors emphsize the observability (within
economic resources for researcil on a sustained basis; by stake Ilolders, eithm directly or l)y
transparency in the observation process); the acceptability (by stakeholderc; i'l tile fiOlhmy
system; by tile public at large Ideclsion makers; researcl1 based substancelr8flect analytical
soundness; reflect features in accordance with stakeholders' understanding of the resoLII'cP)
and relatedness to management (management objectives (including refel(;nce values) ;
I'8sponsiveness to measures; relevance to tile scale of management; and cOl1'palibility with
management institutions).
8 Sensitivity refers to the responseof an indicatorto the pressureot interest,as well as Ihe variability
arounda trend; speciticity relatesto the numberof forces that affect the change.
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Appendix 5: Additional information on several indicators presented ill tile main
report.
Table'15: List ptanktonic Crustacea of Lake Victoria from historical data (Source:
Tc,lnzania National Synthesis Report on Fisheries Research and Management)
'"00
•• N~ 0 ••'" '" 0 0'" '" N 0... "' ... ~ ~..: ~ '""'- '- '" '" ~"'~ ~"' '" ~ ." 0 ;;~ 0 0 o ~rn.2 ~ " 0 .,;. ~.o •~- E N Q):;:: • ~ E ."Species ~ _0 o ~ 001;; .c ~ 7ij"iil N "..~ ~
N", ~~ ~ ~~ .c0:_ 0;", ~:!. '"
~:;; ()
Diaphanosom8 eXC!$UP1 Sars + +
Ceriodaphnia cornu/a + +
Ceriodaphnia dubia +
Moina dub!a G. (o"R + Brachiara sp, +
Moina mienll a + + +
DaplJ!lia long/spina L~'ydig + +
Dapllllia lumllOllz.i 881 S + +
D. barba/a (Weltiner! jardine! var. +
barbata
Chydorus spllaericus (0. F. M) + sp. sp.
805m/na long/IDs/lis (0. F. M) + sluhlmanni +
SimQsa velvlus (0, r. M) + capens!s Sal"s
Trc'poc)'dos conlinis n<:iefer) + pras/nus .,.
MesocyclofJ5 leU/,8rl! Cis. + + +
Tlrerr1Jocyciops neu/c-!r:lIJS (Sars) + C. ofthona/de + +
Sars
T/IGI'IJIDCYclops schrlll!l7Janaes (I<ieler) sp.
Therl1locyclops emfm (Mrazek) + + +
Diaplol1Jus galelJoil.fe:=. Sars + + + .,
P.L¥.lQ.lI]uS st()hjmanr'~lv1z8:te\<.. ____ ., +
Total 16 7 7 13 13
+ 11= present; - ;;.;;absent.
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Appendix 6: Final abstract for the ILEe conference, Nairobi 2005.
How resilient is Lake Victoria? State, trends and processos of its
fisheries and environment.
Abstract
By: I<olding, J., van Zwieten, PAM., Hecky, R.E., Manyala, J., Mgaya, Y.D .. Okedi, ,J. 3nd
Orach-Meza, F.L.
Lake Victoria in East Africa has undergone major changes over Ihe past luur decados iu
terms of specios composition and exploitation pattern. It is already known worlelwide for tnc,
ab,'upt shift from a high diversity cichlid dominated fish fauna to a much ",ore simplifiecl
foodweb of 3-4 species (of Wllich two are exotic) tllat occurred in the early 1880s. After Illis
shift the introduced predator, Lates nitoticus, became totally dominant And a floul'lshing
export fishery has since developed primarily targeting this species. Effort in terms of number
of fishermen and boats has grown almost exponentially, and is now 7 times Idqher than the
1960's, while the yields have risen by a factor 6.5. Yet, the average standinu biomass, and
the average overall catch rates have remained remarkably stable over the Ilast 30 yef1l',~,
albeit with large decadal fluctuations. Classical fish stock assessment method" me unable 10
explain this pllenomenon, and therefore the results in most recent anAlyses <1' e indicative of
serious overfishing and collapse. Besides the spectacular changes in the fisll slocks and Illr,
fisllery, however, similar influential changes have occurred in the envirol1nlont. Nutrirml
loadings to tile lake from the surrounding catchments area has risen by a factor of 2, and Ille
primary productivity in the lake has increased by a factor of 2 with 6-10 fold dlanges in nloal
biomass in both nearshore and offshore environments between 1969 (chlorupllyll: 1.3 -- '1.9
mgl') and 1993 (chloropllyll: 17 - 21 mgl"'). The increased eutrophicationl'ii"; resulted ill a
lal<e environment with favorable conditions for Water-hyacinth (Elchhornia (,'/!I'ssipes) alnn;)
tile sllores, much reduced O2 concentrations in tile deeper parts, and increa'.:"d ciensities 01
atyid prawns (Carldina nilotlca) and lakeflies (Chaoborus and Chlronomlds).
The development and present state of tile lake and the fishery is described hy time series (Jf
selecfed environmental, biological, social and economic indicators tilat tooetller illustrate tile
large changes that have tal,en place. It is hypothesized from a multiple regrec;sioll modo I til at
tile apparent resilience and stability of the exploited stocks to tile rapidly Umwing fishinD
pressure, driven by fast increase in export returns, is directly due to the increased primary
productivity that has cascaded up in tile simplified food cllain. TllUS as ov"rall productioll
continued to increase with increased levels of nutrient loadings, tile fishery illJsorbed more
effort and produced higher yields. The productivity-nutrients curve, howccver, is dOllle-
shaped: the question is if, and at what level, the process will reverse into ,;11 rrcceleraled •
decrease that would bring economic disaster to the region. The algal productiun ill tile lal<o is
now ligllt limited and the upper level of primary production possible has l'leen reacllecl.
Further nutrient enricilment will only favor floatino macrophytic growth 01' be unutilizocl.
Reduction in nutrients especially of pllospilorus would not reduce annual prilllary productiun
but could favor tile Orowtll of more readily consumed species witll benefit to secondary
production. Fislleries management should perhaps be more concerned witll controilino tirce
incroased nutrient runoff into the lake than focusing on illegal fishing practice:: Illlit at pres"nl
may Ilave no significant effect on tile stock dynamics. We surmise that, if AIJir'opllicalion is
the stmngest driver of tile observed cilanges, then the high rates of fishing (tile three main
commercial species and Caridina) are removing excess nutrients from tile lake ,lIld helping
to resist further eutrophication.
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